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High: 90
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alleys once located in the
Curris Center game
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Denton, vice president of
Joe Green:
Administrative Services, to disformer director of
Public Safety says
cuss the recent departure of sevhe was forced Into
eral campus officers that left his
retirement by the
force depleted. He told the AP he
University after 33
had no warning his position
years of service.
By J ennifer Sacharnoski wouJd be an issue until he got to
Editor-in-Chief
the meeting, where he was
thanked for his years of service
Joe Green, former director of and told it was best he retire. He
administrative decision."
Public Safety, said he was for~ed said he was not given a reason.
He a lso told the AP the lawinto retirement Monday after
Green had served as director
suits
may have played a role in
meeting with University offi- since 1974. Within the past
his
forced
departure.
cials, according to an Associated three months he had been
Press report published ~burs named in two federal lawsuits
The Murray Ledger and Times
day.
quoted
Wednesday several
related to the fatal fire last fall
Green, a 33-year veteran of at Hester College.
anonymous sources saying the
Public Safety, had requested a
"It was not my real choice to retirement was not Green's decimeeting with University Presi- retire, not at this point," Green sion but that he was pressured
dent Kem Alexander and Tom said in the AP report. "It was an to take vacation days and then

•Public Safety: Joe Green,
former director of Public
Safety, retired Monday
after 33 years of service.

immediately retire because of
the pending lawsuits.
Denton said the lawsuits had
no bearing on Green's retirement.
"He has been here 33 years,"
Denton said in a phone inter·
view Wednesday. "I think anyone with 33 years of service
would be thinking about retirement. He has served the University faithfully and he is at the
retirement point. He will be
missed by many people."
Denton was unavailable for
further comment Thursday.
Green's long-time friend and
confidant Larry Elkins, CalPLEASE SEE G REEN/19

-support: Public sentiment shows Green's
presence will be missed.
By Jason Yates
Associate Editor
The abrupt retirement of
former Director of Public
Safety Joe Green has disturbed many in the campus
community.
"Joe and I have been
friends for a long time,"
Lar ry Elkins, Calloway
County Judge Executive,
PLEASE SEE R EACTION/ 19

The camera security
system currently In
place at Hester Col·
lege will soon be
implem e nted
throughout all residential colleges, monitoring all entrances to
the buildings.

Sprinklers highlight new
college safety features
•Safet y: The five high-rise residential
colleges had sprinkler systems and
other safety precautions installed
during the summer.

Donald Lawson/The News

By Brandi Williams

The University has cut
funding for club sports
including rugby. men's
rowing, men's volleyball
and more.
See page

Green says he was forced ·out

Departure
disturbs
community

News Editor
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Sprinklers were installed in Hester, Elizabeth, White, Regents and Hart Colleges this
summer as the first stage of ma king the Uni\'Crsity fire safe.
"Most of the schools that have undergone
this process have taken on two or three
dorms at a time," Don Robertson. vice presi·
dent of Student Affairs, said. "'We did five.
Donald Lctwson/The News
This was a very aggressive process which has
be able to determine the exact location of the
been successful."
fire but also give direction to the people
In an Aug. 19 press conference at Hester
College, Robertson, Paula Hulick. director of inside to avoid the fire. •
"It is a very high-tech system to detect fire
Housing and Dewey Yeatts, director of Faciland smoke and give warning for effective
ities Management, all spoke about the new
evacuation," Yeatts said.
safety devices installed in Hester these
Larry Anderson, assistant director of Facildevices will soon be installed in the other colities Management said the new alarms are
leges.
under construction in Elizabeth and should
To coincide with the new s prinklers, the
be in all the colleges by Christmas.
University obtained new state-of-the-art fire
One of the new precautions that will soon
alert systems to aid disabled students. There
be in every college is security equipment.
is an audible alarm, a visua1 alann and a
Security cameras were installed in Hester
speaker alarm.
Yeatts said these new alarms not only will
PLEASE SEE SAFETY/19
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• tf a eprtntder goes
off in one area, the
other sprinklers win

Online

not activate.
• Each sprinkler is
~ndlviduaiiY t\Qt
activated and
connected to ,a

8Wftoh which
activates "- fn
alarm.
One renovation project. the installation of windows that open outward in Elizabeth College was completed during the summer.
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Dennison disputes gender proportionality survey
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~nr·~·· ... astronaut Story

Musgrave is on campus
speaking about the new
millennium. Find out
about It at www.thenews.org. Also find out
how. you can win a copy
of Sarah Mclachlan's
..Mirrorball."

.
I'

•Athletics: A recent survey ranks Murray State
last out of 306 schools in
gender proportionality L/1
athletics.
By Morgan Hardy
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Murray State Athletic Director E.W. Dennison said the athletic department's last-place
showing in the gender proportionality segment of a recent
Chronicle of Higher Education

survey was not a true indicator
of the state of the department.
"'We're not passing the buck
in any way, but. the fomt was
confusing," Dennison said.
"The lady at the Chronicle indicated it was very confusing. We
counted 140 football players,
including the ones that did
nothing but sit at. the fraternity house and drink beer. Hell.
we didn't have 140 players we
barely had 100. You're supposed to count on the day of
competition."
The survey, which covered

J

the 1997-98 academic year,
placed Murray State last in
women's athletic participation
among 306 colleges and universities. The main statistic
showed that while Murray
State's student population was
more tha n 55 percent female,
only 18 percent of the varsity
intercollegiate athletic participants were women. This was
the lowest figu re among the
306 surveyed programs, which
overall posted a five percent
increase above the 1996-1997
numbers.

According to Dennison's figures, Murray's women's intercollegiate athletics participa·
tion should be 32 percent,
which would place the Univer·
sity considerably higher in the
standings.
"1 believe in women's athletics," Dennison said. "We're
committed. We've just inherited a huge problem. We didn't
ask the University fo r one
penny, but we've fixed it. It's
the law, but it's not just the
law, it's the right thing to do."
Kentucky programs placed

low among the universities'
female athletic participation.
The University of Kentucky,
which placed 20 1st out of 306
reporting NCAA member ·
schools, was the highest among
the major Kentucky state uni·
versities. All Kentucky schools
were well below the 40 percent
national average.
In other categories, Murray
placed higher t han rival state
schools. Murray's recruiting
budget, which a llotted 32 perPLEASE SEE G ENDER/19
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Musgrave kicks off
Millennium Project
Story Musgrave will
speak and present a slide
show tonight in Lovett
Auditorium. This event
begins Murray State's Millennium Project.
Musgrave is a former
astronaut who flew several
space shuttle missions and
helped repair the Hubble
Space Telescope.
The event, which is a
duplicate performance of
last night, will begin at 7:30
p.m.

Wickliffe to attract
f1 intknappers
Mounds
W ickliffe
Research Center will host
its annual Flintknappers
W eekend tomorrow and
Sunday.
Professional tlintknapper
Dillard Munsell organizes
the Knap-ln that is expected to attract some of t he
best flintknappers in the
region.
The Knap-ln is an opportunity for people to witness the ancient art of
working stone into arrowheads and other tools
used by Native Americans.
Admission for the event
and museum are $4 for
adults, $3.75 for senior citizens, $3 for children ages
6 to I I and free for children under 6. No reservations are required and the
event runs from 9 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. both days.
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Sorority housing finished behind schedule
•Soror ities: Four sorori- streets. They had their fi rst proposal was presented to the
ties have a complex they functions were held on Aug. 20. sororities they were skeptical
Jim Baurer, director of the because nobody likes change,
call their new home.

Curris Center, said even though
the suites are now functional,
By Jason Yates
they need a few finishing touchAssociate Editor
es.
"There is some scratched floor
After a year of delays and
ti1e
that needs to be repaired
empty promises, four sororities,
we still have gas logs to
and
Alpha Delta Pi, Alpha Gamma
install
but nothing that should
Delta, Alpha Omicron Pi and
interfere
with the sororities,"
Alpha Sigma Alpha, finally
have somewhere they can call Baurer said.
Saurer said they plan to build
home.
a
commuter parking lot behind
The complex, . which consists
the
suites, but do not plan to
of two buildings housing two
any more to the suites at
add
sororities each, was originally
this
point.
scheduled to be finished by Aug.
Jeanie Morgan, coordinator of
1, 1998. However, the original
bids were too high and the the Student Government Assopaperwork the state requires to ciation, said .the sororities were
rebid for a project delayed its very pleased with the results of
the ~uites, and it was a pleasure
progress.
On Aug. 17, 1999, members of watching their reactions when
the sororities we~e allowed to they first saw the buildings.
"They were absolutely speechwalk through the· new suites at
less,"
Morgan said. "When the
the corner of Poplar and· 16th

but it was the neatest experience to see their expressions
when they finally saw it."
Morgan said the sororities
were amazed about how much
thought and planning went into
the structures.
Jenny Mckendree, president
of Alpha Gamma Delta, said she
was happy with the appearenceof the suites.
"It is beautiful," Mckendree
said. "There are some definite
perks to having a sorority house, but the suites will serve ~
our purposes nicely."
Schanda Banister, president
of Alpha Sigma Alpha, said the
sororities' patience really paid
off, and the suites were well
worth the wait.
"The new suites are beautiful," Banister said. "The UniverDonald L,twson/ The News
sity has really provided for the
sororities."
A few sorority m embers check out the new housinc facility.

Prosecutor seeks stiff sentence for prank callers
killed and Michael Priddy of Paducah was seriously
•Prank calls: Commonwealth Attorney Mike ly because it is an "incredibly serious offense."
"They considered it a prank, but it was a really seri· injured.
Ward will request four men charged with false- ous situation," she said.
The four awaiting sentencing were orginially arrestly reporting an incident serve one year in jail.
Calloway Cou nty District Judge Leslie Furches ed for several other charges. McGrath was allegedly

By Kristin Hill
Assistant News Editor
Four men have been convicted of making prank
phone calls to a Hester College freshman shortly before
last September's fire that killed a student.
Commonwealth Attorney Mike Ward will request a
year in jail for Jeremy Baker, Brian Levine, Fred
McGrath and J.J. Haney, Assistant Commonwealth
Attorney Leah Cooper said.
Cooper said the prosecutor usually seeks the maximum punishment, and this is no different, particular-

found Baker, Levine and McGrath guilty of falsely charged with murder, first-degree arson, first-degree
reporting an incident and Haney of complicity to false- assault, three counts of wanton endangerment and
ly reporting an incident on Aug. 13.
falsely reporting an incident. He pleaded not guily
The prank calls were made on Sept. 18 at 1:30 a.m. before the charges were dropped in Jan.
Baker, Levine and Haney orginially pleaded not
to Ryan Leader, a Murray State freshman who lived in
room 406 of Hester College, the same night of the fire. guilty for charges including conspiracy to commit
The four convicted of making the calls told investiga- arson. These charges were also dropped in Januray.
tors the calls were a form of hazing for Leader who was
Michael McDonough, Melissa Mounce and Lana
Phelps were the other three originally charged in conon the rugby team with them.
At 2:38a.m., just over an hour after the prank phone nection with the fire. They no longer face any charges.
Sentencing for the four is scheduled for Sept. 9 at 1
calls were made, the fire started on the fourth floor of
Hester College. Michael Minger of Niceville, Fla. was p.m. in Calloway County District Court.

TIMELII\IE: Arrested Development
Seven are arrested in connection with Hester fa.re.
Fred McGrath, a fonner MSU student. pleaded not
(1 ;30 A.M .)

Prank calls reported
in Hester Room 406.

guilty on charges of murder, first-degree arson,
first-degree as.'i1lult, three counts of wanton endangerment and falsely reponing an incident.

The charge:. against the seven people are
dropped. Misdemeanor charges of falsely
reporting an incident still remain for Jeremy Baker, Brian Levine. Fred McGrath.
and J.J. Haney.

Judge Furches find~ Baker, Levin. and
Mt:Grath guilty of falsely reporting an incident and Haney guilty of complicity to
falsely reporting an incident.

r-------------------~

Community college
expands, ACTS
moves
The community college
on campus is expanding
into the second floor of
the l owry Building. This
means Administrative
Computing and Technolo gy Services will move to
the Applied Science building.
ACTS will be on t he
no rthside of the third
floor. next door to t he student computer lab.
The office will minimize
t he impact on the users.
Two possible areas t hat
may be affected are checking out equipment and
imaging services.
ACTS will also be without a darkroom for some
time. Anyone who relies
on this service will need to
contact the office to make
alternative plans now.
The progress will be
updated on the new ACTS
homepage at http://campus.mur raystate.edu/actshome.htm. For more
info rmation, contact Sarah
Jones at 762-2154.
Briefs compiled by Kristin
Hill, assistant news editor.

(2:38A.M.)
Hester fire. Michael Minger of
Niceville, Aa. is killed and
Michael Priddy of Paducah is seriously injured.

The other six arrested enter not guilty pleas.
Michael McDonough, Melissa Mounce, J.J.
Haney. Brian Levine. Jeremy Baker and Lana
Phelps face numerous charges, including conspiracy to commit arson.

Calloway County Djstrict Judge Leslie
Furches hears the case (or the four men
charged wilh falsely reporting an incidenr.

Sentencing of Baker,
Levine. Mcgrath, and
Haney.

Brian Howell I The News

Walker charged for fire Parents of Hester fire victims
yet to surface.
Walker was identified as a suspect in
October after he reported a note he said
he found on his car. At the time he
reported the discovery, seven people,
including five students, faced charges in
By C.D. Bradley
connection with the fire. All felony
Copy Editor
charges were dropped against t he seven
A former student arrested June 11 in January.
The letter was later identified as
and charged with murder and arson in
being in Walker's handwriting, along
connection with the fatal fire at Hester
with three other letters to Walker and
College in September will be in Calothers. Three of the letters claimed
loway Circuit Court Jan. 31 for trial.
Jerry Walker, 23, of Mayfield, was someone other than the seven originally
charged had committed the crime and
originally to be tried in October, but the
at least one implicated fraternity memtrial date was moved earlier this month .
He is charged with killing fellow fourth bers.
Walker, who was a member of Racer
floor Hester resident Michael Minger of
Patrol
when the fire occurred, resigned
Niceville, Fla., and seriously injuring
after former Director of Public Safety
floonnate Michael Priddy of Paducah.
Thirteen other students were ah;o Joe Green said he must resign or face
termination. Green said he lost confi·
injured in the Sept. 18 fire.
dence
and trust in Walker, and said
Commonwealth Attorney Mike Ward
Walker's emergence in the investigation
is basing his c8se in part on surveilwas a contributing factor.
lance video from Super America, which
Walker was one of several students
sits on the edge of the campus. The
who had to be brought down on a fire
video was filmed about 2 a.m. Sept. 18,
truck ladder after being trapped on the
roughly half-an-hour before the fire
fourth floor of the college. He told invesbegan. It shows Walker buying $1
tigators he was trapped in his room by
worth of gasoline.
Walker claims the gas was for use in the flames. Both the fatal Sept. 18 fire
and a fire five days earlier were set
his car, as he says it was habit to spend
almost directly in front of Walker's
little for gas. He said someone saw him
put the gas in his car. That witness has door.

•Hest er fire: The prosectuers
have several pieces of evidence in
a case against Jerry Walker, a former resident of Hester College.

sue University personnel

first fire was possibly an act of arson.
"Gail Minger indicated that she was
going to call the Murray Fire Depart·
ment to find out how the Sept. 13 fire
started and to get someone from the fi re
department to check out her son's
room," Moore said. "Defendant David
By Brandi Williams
Wilson told her 'No, no, no. You don't
News Editor
need to do that.' He said the Sept. 13
fire was 'minor' and that 'there was
Because of the death of her son
nothing to worry about.'"
Michael Minger in the Sept. 18 Hester
The suit states if Gail had known the
College fire, Gail Minger filed a suit
original fire was possibly arson, then
against two members of the University
Michael would have immediately vacatfor negligence and negligent misrepreed his residence at Hester College.
sentation.
Minger is suing Wilson on a charge of
"There are two elements of damages negligent misrepresentation.
claims," Charlie Moore, Minger's attor·
The suit also names former Public
ney from Owensboro, said. "One L<> the Safety Director Joe Green as being negdestruction of power to earn money, and ligent because he "had the statutory
number two is pain and suffering for duty to prevent unlawful conduct on the
injuries or death." ·
campus of Murray State University,
According to the suit, Michael tried including Hester Hall, and to protect all
on several occasions to be exempted persons located on campus, including
from University housing because of sev- .Michael, from harm."
eral learning disabilities and allergies.
On May 19, Michael Priddy, a student
He was denied each time.
who was seriously injured in the Sept.
The suit also states Minger contacted 18 fire, filed a similar lawsuit charging
David Wilson, associate director of Green with negligence.
pousing, to inquire about the first fire
The defendants' attorneys did not
on Sept. 13 and was not informed the return repeated phone calls.

•Laws uits: The families of
Michael Minger and Michael
Priddy have filed suits naming
members of the University in connection with the Hester fire.

New-s
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Fitness center will replace bowling lanes
•Fitness: A fitness center approximately 5,500 square feet will replace
the bowling lanes in the current Curris Center Game Room.
By Reka Ashley
Staff Writer
The wann, sunny weather during this
first week of school has put outdoor activities on the agenda of many students.
Unfortunately, once cold weather sets in,
students tend to Rpend their days on a
comfy couch. lt's too cold for the tennis
courts, and the gym is in disrepair.
"I occasionally use the equipment in
Carr Health, but it doesn't offer a wide
variety of equipment, and what it does
• have is sub-standard," Michael Moode,
senior from Murray, said. "Also, it is not
easily accessible,."
Murray State may have a solution to
these problems sometime in October as
construction begins in the coming weeks
on a new fitness center. The gym ~ be
located in the Curris Center Game Room
and will initially be open the same hours
as the Curris Center. It will be free to students.
"'t's taking up what was the bowling
alley," Student· Government Association
President Brandon Kirkham said. "The

rest of the Game Room will remain intact.
We hope to keep that section open during
the renovation."
Kirkham said the need for a modern fitness center has been voiced by students for
some time.
"The fitness center in Carr Health is not
a pleasant place to be at all," Kirkham
said. "Much attention was brought to the
need when a board member realized the
situation and how poor it was."
The new facility will be approximately
5,500 square feet.
A committee had previously looked at
the Regional Special Events Center as a
site, but only 2,200 square feet was available.
"It's definitely going to be large enough,"
he said...It only makes scmse that as the
University grows that the facilities grow
with it."
Curris Center Director Jim Baurer said
the gym will include weight machines, free
weights and cardio equipment as well as
some type of cardio thea4!r.
A cardio theater contains television sets
suspended from the· ceiling so students can
listen to their favorite program while they
work out.
"We got some of the equipment from Roy
Stewart Stadium, and we had some of the
old equipment repaired," Baurer said. "We
also got a great deal of equipment from an

auction in Mayfield where a fitness center
was going out of business."
Baurer said the bowling lanes have
already been removed, and workers are
currently in the process of taking out the
area's sub-structure. Facilities Management is also finishing drawing up its
plans.
Kirkham said the bowling lanes were
nearly 20 years old, and the cost of maintenance to the equipment was overtaking
the alley's revenue. The majority of the
bowling alley equipment has been taken
out and. sold to the owner of another bowling alley in Missouri.
Kirkham said the University is considering hiring a person who is familiar with
the workout equipment to supervise and
offer free fitness checks for students; however, finding t.he funds is an issue.
"Eventually a glass or fiberglass partition will be put up to separate the Game
Room from the gym and the people at the
Game Room desk will handle both sections; Kirkham said.
He said he is currently on a committee
that will establish the policy or rules for
the center, such as age requirements and
dress codes.
Said Kirkham: "We're really excited, and
believe this is going to work."

University comes together for disaster relief
•Earthquake: The natural disaster in Turkey
destroyed several cities,
including the largest,
Istanbul.
By Brandi Williams
News Editor
Mustafa Eren was at work at
the Institute for International
Studies Building when he
heard about the earthquake in
his native land of Turkey.
"At first I thought that it was
a joke, but then r checked the
Internet and found it was a
reality," Eren. a graduate student, said .
The earthqua ke registered
7.5 on the Reichtcr scale and
demolished several cities and
towns near · Istanbul, the
1

largest city in the country.
least in the 20th century," day. She will travel back to
Eren said he tried to call his Michael Basile, director of Turkey to visit her family in
parents, who were in Bursa at International Studies, said. ..I the beginning of September,
the time, to make sure they believe it is important for peo- and she said she is not apprewere safe, but could not reach ple to become involved where hensive about going back.
them. When he finally reached there is need.
"I have no qualms about it,"
"If we do not do it, who will?" Muscio said. "I want to see my
his sister in Germany, she
assured him their parents were he said.
family."
A small group, including a
Fugen
Muscio,
Murray
fine and they would have called
State's institutional research member of the local Red Cross.
him if he had a phone.
"I hope that no one in lhe coordinator, said she recieved a met Wednesday to develop
world has to feel what I felt at call from her family in Istanbul ideas to help send aid to lhe
· after the earthquake hit. She people of Turkey.
that moment," Eren said.
Some of the ideas included
Because of the effect of this said they were OK, but the collecting donations through
tragedy, several members of earthquake had drastically the Red Cross ~:tnd sending
the University community shaken the city.
specifically
needed
items
"It was devastating, but my directly to Turkey.
have decided to come together
The group will meet later to
and do what they can here to family called and told me withdetemline what it should do
in
10
minutes
of
the
earthhelp the country that is torn
quake that they were OJ{," she and what it is capable of doing.
apart.
"It is my country," Eren said.
'd
I
2
"Regardless of where it hap- 881 •
"I have to; it is instinct. I would
Muscio was named chair of a do it for another country also,
pened, this is a disaster of proportions no one has seen at Turkish relief fund W ednes- but it is my country."

•

Amanda Armstrong
Sara Bailey
(t

Kaci Greer

Ellen Yonts
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·Policef3eat
Saturday, Aug. 21, 1999
5:44 a.m. A trouble alarm from M1ller Golf Course was received. After
being checked by personnel. 11 was found to be OK.
6:12a.m. Murray Fire Department was dispatched to White College for a
fire alarm. There was no hre, but a trouble alarm on the ninth floor.
7:06 a.m. A trouble alarm from Miller Golf Course was received. After
being checked by personnel, It was found to be OK.
2:40 p.m. There was a motorist assist made by the housing office.
3:55 p.m. Craig Hoffman reported a lost check on M&H Dairies. Ttie
check was signed.
4:06 p.m. There was a complaint of skateboarders near Elizabeth Col·
lege.
7:49p.m. Chris We!xler reported possbile vandalism to her vehicle, which
was parked near Hart College.
Sunday,Aug.22, 1999
2:26 p.m. A Murray State band member passed out at the stadium and
was transported to Murray-Galloway Hospital. The student returned to
campus at 3:44p.m. and was okay.
5:48 p.m. A Springer College resident reported the theft of a stereo sys·
tem from her vehicle while parked in the stadium lot.
6:11 p.m. Jonthan Dixon injured his elbow and was transported to Murray-Galloway Hospital. He retumed to campus at 7:57p.m .
'
8:37 p.m. There was a report of a domestic drspute on the east side of
Hart College.
,
10:07 p.m. There was a report of marijuana odor on the first floor of Clark
College.
10:25 p.m. Damien Wing reported a vehicle broken into while parked
near the BSU. A radio was stolen.
11 :35 p.m. There was a noise complaint of loud music at the 600 block
of College Courts.
Monday, Aug. 23, 1999
,
11:58 a.m. There was a non· injury accident·at Olive and 16th streets.
Murray Police Department notified.
3:09 p.m. There was a non-injury accident in the Curris Center parking
lot.
·
9:58 p.m. A strong smell coming from the eighth floor of White College
was pepper spray.
Tuesday,Aug.24, 1999
8:56a.m. The fire alarm sounded at Pogue Library. Murray Fire Department was notified. The system was being tested.
5:49 p.m. Juveniles were reported playing near cars in Broach lot.
VVednesday,Aug.25, 1999
8:36 a.m. A vehicle was towed near Winslow because there was a parking problem.
6:53p.m. A student passed out at the Industry and Technology building
and was transported to Murray-Galloway Hospital.
7:50 p.m. A student reported a light fixture smoking in Lovett Audiorium..
Central Plant was notified .
Racer Escorts - 21
Motorists Assists - 11

Information for Police Beat gathered 'ana compllfKI by Kristin HiD. assistant
news editor, from materials available from the Public Safety office.
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Q•

What was your favorite

movie of the summer?

Name: Matt
Weyrick
Major:
Undecided
Year: Sophomore
Hometown:
Versailles
"Probably 'The
Blair Witch Project' because I
just like horror movies. It's
kind of different."
Name: Veronica
Fly
Major: Electronic
Journalism
Year: Sophomore
Hometown:
Paducah
"'October
Skies/ It was very inspirational." '

Name: Aaron
Dixon
Major: Marketing
Year: Freshman
Hometown:
Chicago
".'Star Wars/
I'm a big 'Star
Wars' fan."

Major: Middle
School Education
Year: Junior
Hometown:
Central City
" 'Big Daddy'
because I like Adam Sandler."

Name: Abdul
Aldaihani
Major: 'journalism
Year: Graduate
Student
Hometown:
Kuwait
" 'American
Pie'. I like comical movies."

Ryan Brooks/The News
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Is Hopkinsville addition really necessary?
A special ceremony was
held this summer to break
ground for a new satellite
campus in Hopkinsville.
But the question is, was
this really a "ground-breaking" decision?
The construction of the
West Regional Postsecondary
Education Center in Hopkinsville is in the design
phase. The land was acquired
by the Racer Foundation for
use to build the facility.
University officials said the

Our l~rie UJ

-----------Issue:
Should there be a new satellite
campus in Hopkinsvillel

Position:
The University has a similar center
in Paducah and also has similar
classes on campus, so the center is
unnecessary.

satellite campus will perform
in accordance wi~h the U niversity, like the Crisp Center
in Paducah.

While concerns have been
raised that it might tum into
a four-year institution, that
should be seen as a threat. At
best what it looks like is
something similar to the center in Paducah.
Will the students benefit
from it? Well, those who live
near Hopkinsville or Cadiz
will, because they don't have
to drive the commute to Murray.
How will it benefit the students here? It won't, especial-

ly if classes students ·have to
take are slated in Hopkinsville, and students have
to drive two-lane roads to get
there. That has happened
before with classes at the
campus in Paducah, where
classes were required and
were not taught at Murray.
A satellite campus would
not be efficient, especially if
the students who take some
classes there would have to
come here to take some to
graduate.

Editor's
Note

Many effects
could come
from raise
Earlier this sum7•
mer a chart showed Our t· I e U'
'
that University Presi- Issue:
dent Kern Alexander Does University President
had the lowest salary Kern Alexander deserve a
of all the presidents of 21 percent raise?
the four-year public Posit ion:
universities in Ken- Alexander has the lowest
tucky.
salary of any president of
Below the Universi- in-state four-year public
ty of Kentucky.
· universities, but he will
Below the Universi- have to do more this year
ty of Louisville.
to earn the raise.
Below Western.
~Even below Northern Kentucky University.
Perhaps as a response to the chart, or to
what Board of Regents Chair Sid Easley
referred to as a "continuity of strong leadership," Alexander was awarded a salary
increase of 21 percent, or $28,000 at the meeting in June.
The faculty and staff of the University have
been at odds with Alexander after he released
facu,lty evaluations to the Student Government Association.
In a ·sense, the University lagged behind
other four-year state universities be'cause of
Alexander's former salary. That could cause
people to look at other universities in a more
positive light when Murray State offers the
same or more than those others.
On the other hand, what has Alexander done
to deserve this raise? Has he lived up to the
"strong leadership" Easley speaks of?
The Board of Regents evidently think so,
because it voted by an 8-2 margin to give
Alexander the raise. Among those opposed to
the raise were Faculty Senate President
William Call and Faculty Regent Jim
Rudolph.
Of course, those votes could possibly be
attributed to the fact the faculty and staff
have not seen eye-to-eye with Alexander on
many issues lately. Adding insult to injury to

DONALD
LAWSON

Online site
has new
features

the faculty and staff, they only received a costof-living raise for the year.
Alexander's raise does have its pros and
cons. The good about it is it puts him competitive with other state university presidents.
The bad part is better put as two questions.
Does Alexander deserve the raise? Will he do
anything more this year to improve the school
.and earn his pay increase?
That is something we will find out in the
coming months. If Alexander makes an
attempt to solidify his role as a leader of the
University and to make some positive
changes, that will be something viewed as positive in the faculty and staff's eyes. The president will earn more respect from the faculty
and staff.
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Your vl'euJs
MSU Health Services want s
to welcome a ll stu den ts

between classes. Each year, we receive
numerous requests for written excuses
from class and we do not write "blanket
excuses."
To the Editor:
According to the American College
Health
Association's Recommended
The Health Services' staff wishes to
Standards
for a College Health Prowelcome all Murray State students to
the
students
are responsible for
gram,
the campus. Our primary goal is to help
and
the completion of
class
attendance
you stay healthy!
We
encourage
all students
assignments.
We want students to be able to make
to
communicate
directly
with
their proinformed decisions about their health
fessors
if
they
miss
class
because
of illconcerns and to take personal responsiness.
bility for their own health. Aside from
The majority of professors will accept
taking care of ill or injured students,
the
student's word when they are ill;
staff members are here to provide you
however,
the student may ask the prowith accurate health care information.
the clinic for verification of
fessor
to
call
There are nearly 10,000 student visits
to the clinic annually, and in most cases, · a clinic visit. No other informatio~ will
students are able to plan their visits in be released to anyone without the stu-

dent's written consent. All conversations
and medical records are strictly confidential.
Please feel free to visit the clinic for
any health concern that you may have.
You do not have to be ill to utilize the
Health Services. The professional nurses want to encourage you to make good
decisions about your health choices.
You may also call the Health Line
Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to noon
and 1 p.m. to 4:30 p.m at 762-3809 if you
have any questions concerning your
health.
Have a great and healthy year!
Roberta Garfield, Director
Kathleen Price, Associate Director
MSU Health Services

For those of you who are looking for a new place to call home
on the world wide web, I'd like
to make a suggestion, The Murray State News Online.
I would like to take this
opportunity to tell our readers
about the page and some new
features we are offering this
year.
If you have visited the site in
the past month, you have
noticed a simple message being
flashed on the screen, "The revolution is coming." Revolution.
as you know, means change and
there has been a lot of change
going on with The Murray
State News Online.
For those who have never visited the site, the address is
www.thenews.org. The site contains stories which run in the
print addition of The News but
starting this semester we are
going to offer online-only content in a new section titled
"'Online."
This section will contain special feature stories and entertainment stories such as movie
reviews, music reviews and
reviews of bands and plays
around the area. Another addi. tion to the page will be a daily
column with a new subject each
day Monday through Friday.
We'll have topics ranging from
politics to computers to
wrestling.
The "Online" page will also
have up-to-date weather information for the Murray area
courtesy of The Weather Chan. nel. For all you trivia buffs, we
also have added an entertainment trivia game from Trivia
Blitz. If you think you know
entertainment, find out with
this interactive game. You can
even win prizes.
To enhance stories and to
give people a better idea about
events happening on campus,
we're adding audio to the site
through Real Audio. If you have
Real Player G2 installed on
your computer, you can listen to
interviews, press conferences
and events streamed from our
site to your computer. Our first
audio event will be a press con·
ference with Murray State
Head Football Coach Denver
Johnson Monday.
Also, keep checking out The
Murray State News Online for
more prizes this year. We'll be
giving away CD's, shirts and
anything else we can think of.
For any feedback, you can email us at thenews@ldd.net.

Donald Lawson is the Online
Editor of The .Murray State
News.
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O)S tudying overseas makes world smaller
·r This summer the world got a whole
In My
loi smaller. At least, that's the way it
seemed to me.
C.) nihl.l
j~' I spent a month studying abroad in
b London with CCSA, the Cooperative
Genter for Study Abroad. Everywhere
SHRLEY
9
I went I met friendly people. I ran into
STREET
e·l\rner.icans everywhere, too, from the
b New Orleans woman sitting next to
me on the train to Cornwall, to t~e two
b fadies from Michigan who stood in line
He said he knew all about America
with me at the Louvre in Paris.
1i One of the funniest things I noticed because he had been to both San Francisco and Honolulu. I explained Ken1nbout how Europeans perceive Americans happened when I was in Edin- tucky was just a little bit different.
0 burgh. Scotland. I was sitting in a The only things he knew about Keno field of thistles, half way up a moun- tucky were it is somewhere in the Midtain, when a little old lady and a little west,' bourbon is made there and they
old man pulled up in their itty-bitty have great fried chicken.
Before I left on my trip, a guy I
car. When the man heard I was from
·
know,
originally from Ireland, said
Kentucky, he stopped the car, yelled
"over .there" know nothing
people
at his wife to get out, and talked to me
about
Americans
except they all must
about stateside life for half an hour.

pi

be cowboys or mobsters. I laughed. I
guess he wasn't really that far from
the truth, though.
It turned out the things I learned
from my study abroad program were
not what was written in my hastily
scribbled class notes. Instead, I
learned little things. I learned how
things you think would · be the same
everywhere aren't, like stoplights that
tum yellow before they go green and
road signs on the left side of the street.
The little thing that shocked me the
most was hardly consequential. I was
sitting in the college pub when one of
the ladies who worked in the cafeteria
walked in. She asked me how I
enjoyed that morning's breakfast. I
told her it was fine, but I missed my
biscuits and gravy. It turned out she
didn't know what those things were.
And then there are the things you
expect to be different everywhere, but

they aren't. McDonald's, Texacos and
Burger Kings line the street; people
walk around in jeans and sneakers.
Even the friendly smiles on people's
faces are just the same.
Sometimes, in the tube, the London
subway system, I'd sit down next to a
person and not be able to tell from the
jeans, Tommy Hilfiger shirt and Nikes
whether that person was American or
British. We listen to the same music
and watch the same movies.
Just one more example about the
world being so small. I had the opportunity while in 'England to visit the
tiny township of ~almouth, where my
grandfather was stationed during
WWII. I took pictures for him and sent
him a postcard. Falmouth is now
mostly a retirement community, and
reminded me a lot of Murray.
At one time, Falmouth was called
the 49th state, because so many Amer-

ican servicemen were stationed there.
Americans are still very much liked
there and are given special respect for
defending a country that wasn't their
own during the war.
Barry, my taxi driver, was born in
19~9 and talked about the giant
Christmas parties the G.l.s used to
throw for the neighborhood kids. They
gave all the local kids lots of gum and
candy. They couldn't spoil their own
kids, so far away, so they spoiled the
British ones instead.
Now, the British are inviting Americans in as tourists instead of soldiers.
Pendennis Castle, a site used in the
planning of D-Day, now shows docu·
mentary film clips. Funny how it all
turns out like that, isn't it?

Shelley Street is the Chief Copy Editor
for The Murray State News.

Demonstrations
hold up free speech
Neo-nazis attempting a march
downtown in the nation's capitol
guarded by a police force in the thousands only made a blurb in the
evening news and was buried deep
within the Metro section of the Washington Post.
The media was there, in numbers
also reaching into the thousands, but
they were waiting for the action.
Nothing happened, so the story stated.
The could-have-been riot situation
was propelled by the community
. members, civil rights organizations
and, of course, the media. I was one of
the latter.
M)' intention was only to watch, so
I , ~rched on -a seat in , ~ bar. with 1a
view. It was the--.only ~ t1t street
level the police had not cleared. I
chatted with a man from the Associated Press wire service over a beer (it
was the best view in town). From
. there we saw counter demonstrations, anti-march rallies and anti, demonstration demonstrations.
,. That is aU semantics. I saw thousands of tax-dollars at work to protect
t.he first amendment rights of a group
ofno-show Nazis from an angry mob.
I do not agree with what the Nazis
would have said, but I was pleased at
the response of the city to protect
freedom of speech.
Freedom of speech, no matter who
.is speaking, is a most important free• dom. Without that right lhe demonstrators would not provoke a counterdemonstration and the reporters

~

In My

Opinion
jENNIFER
SACHARNOSKI

would not report and society could
reach an ultimate stalemate.
But among all the efforts to support
freedom of speech, it was something
else, unrelated to the rally in any
way, that went unspoken for.
Before the start pf the expected
~ar~ ;-h'i.cro~d. ofd ollr!lal!st.,s and
police.~d ,gathered in the p~k. Oxie
man walked up wearing heavy gloves
and carrying a plastic bag. He rummaged through the garbage next to
our bench until he found a cup halffull. He took a drink.
Luckily for him, in the 90 degree
heat, humanity prevailed and a college student from another bench
handed him a bottle of water.
Among all the thousands gathered
to promote their causes, I doubt he
would have cared what any side had
to say. It is easy for some of us to find
the time and energy to fight for causes, but when one's cause is trying to
live through another day, it doesn't
allow much time for anything else.

f\ElDI 4T:r. oN.

S\JEF\Et
TO
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Jennifer Sacharnoski is the Editor-InChief of The Murray Stat€ News.

Breaking news .sometimes goes overboard
in coverage
.

Last week, I was sitting in
my apartment eating lunch. I
,turned the channel to Fox
News and a car chase appeared
1 before my eyes.
, I thought that it might actu'l ally be somebody famous, like
O.J. Simpson trying to elude
t police. As I heard the commentators talking, though, I wondered if this even needed to be
, shown on TV.
Like O.J., the car chase was
,jn Los Angeles. But the identity
of the person being chased had
nothing else in common with
the former football star.
It seems this guy was in a
stolen vehicle and possibly had

.

In My
(Jpinion
GREG
STARK

some illegal drugs in his stolen
truck. The driver also might
have been hopped up on
methamphetamines.
While it would be a trip (no
pun intended) to watch somebody speeding internally and
driving a truck 80 miles an

hour, I don't think it is something that warrants being
shown on TV, unless, of course,
it is being recorded for an
upcoming episode of "World's
Wildest Police Videos."
All joking aside, every time
something in the neighborhood
of a tragedy occurs, television
networks run to it as fast as
they can and the commentators
can do nothing except speculate
most of the time.
When John F. Kennedy Jr.'s
plane crashed in July, television cameras from many media
organizations converged upon
the family compound in Massachusetts. For two days until the

wreckage was found, all the
stations did was regurgitate
infonnation.
When the wreckage was
found and the burial at sea was
over, the television crews went
away. I have heard little about
the tragedy during the last
month or so. Occasionally a
story comes concerning what
happened, but this will fade ·
into the sunset like everything
else these days.
A few weeks ago, a tornado
tore through the heart of downtown Salt Lake City. CNN and
Fox News were covering the
story through local Utah affiliates. On one of the affiliates, a

man called in claiming the
Radio Shack store he owned
waa destroyed by the tornado.
They put the "store owner" on
the air, and the anchor asked
him what happened. The "store
owner" started talking about a
co-worker, who he said was
gay. and that the co-worker
went out in the street and
yelled "Howard Stem."
The anchor immediately cut
off the call, saying it was a
prank call and they needed to
be screened more carefully. But
isn't it poetic justice when people will just let anybody on the
air if they have a new angle to
the story without checking to

see who it is?
The point is, do television stations have to cover everything
that happens on a national
level? Yes, if it is a tornado that
rips through a city or a plane
crash involving a relative of a
star·crossed family.
There needs to be a limit to
the insanity, however. I do not
think car chases through big
cities involving drivers who are
possibly hopped up on meth or
possibly have meth in their car
qualify.

Greg Stark is the Viewpoint
Editor for The Murray State
News.

Summer breakup makes student find 'new beginning'
If anyone remembers, last semester
I wrote a column about how I met my
boyfriend. "He was like an angel" was
a line that was quoted for a while.
Well~ things have changed since that
last commentary. In July my guy and
I decided to take different paths. We
ended a two-year relationship in one
conversation. It was actually pretty
easy. although afterward my emotions moved from sadness to anger to
nothing whenever somebody said his
name. But once the initial shock wore
off, I realized 1 have more time for me.

In My
()pirtion
LORI
B URLING

"Me" is now one of the most important people in my life. That wasn't
always the case. It sounds egotistical,

but being part of a couple can make a
person lose sight of her true self. It
probably shouldn't be that way if it's
true love, but it happens and it happened to me. So this semester is about
graduating in December and deciding
what I really want to do with the rest
of my life. So far it's been a blast, but
I've also already learne<! some new
things.
When I became single, I was worried
it would be difficult to start dating
again, but dating really hasn't
changed. The guys and girls still scope

for one another and it usually begins
with mere hanging out.
Some boys will try anything to "hook
up," including pouncing on a newly
single woman, who is still recovering
from a two-year break up. "Scum" is a
word that comes to mind when I think
about this. You quickly ftnd out who
your friends are and who will pounce.
But I must say it is flattering and a lot
of laughs may come from the experience.
So while taking care of myself is the
priority, dating is pretty high on the

list, too. I have learned a valuable lesson: Never take things for what they
seem. I thought I would graduate in
December and be married within the
next two years. Obviously this is not
going to happen, so now planning is
not big on my list. It can get you in
trouble and then when things don't
work the way they were "supposed" to
it feels like the end of the world. But
it's not. It's a new beginning.

Lori Burling is a senior print journo.l·
ism major from Owensboro.
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Lowe's to open in October; other businesses soon to follow
•Bu siness: Cracker Barrel restaurant and Goody's
clothing store are considering Murray as a new
location, while Lowe's will
open in Oct?ber.

. the new Murray location.

By Gr e g Stark
Viewpoint Editor
Along with the opening of the
Lowe's Home Improvement
Center behind Wal-Mart in the
coming months, other new
businesses may locate in Mur·
ray during the next year.
A sign for a Goody's clothing
store and a Staples office supply store has been placed on a
lot on U.S. 641 across from
1
Wal-Mart, and 'recently there
'has been talk of a Cracker Barrel Old Country Store also
locating in Murray.
· Because there is a Goody's
clothing store in Paducah,
some · of the employees who
work at that location may
transfer to the new one in Murray, Jayme Fletcher, the assis 7
tant store manager in Paducah said.
1 Amy Rudesill, who will be
store manager of the Murray
Goody's store, has worked at
the Paducah store in the past
and said she may transfer to

Fletcher said Goody's sells a
variety of clothing and accessories.
"We sell men's Ivy Crew and
casual clothing," she said. "We
sell swimsuits during the season. We sell shoes and kids'
clothes."
Fletcher believes Murray's
residents and students at the
University will adapt to the
store well.
"There iA a different variety
of clothes," she said. "It offers a
different selection ofclothes to
the students at the University."
She said the store differs
from other clothing stores
because it stocks a wider variety of apparel.
"In some of the stores, it's·
just for one part of the family,"
Fletcher said. "Our store is for
the whole family."
· .
Goody's Public Relations·
Manager Pam· Williams said
even though t here is a sign for
the new store, the h unt for a
location is only preliminary.
"We're looking at a site," she
said. "We have not signed a
lease. Any discussion about
what might happen is premature at this point."
While the uncer tainty of a
Goody's store hangs in the air,
another business that may or

may not make its home in Murray is Cracker: Barrel.
J ennifer Presley, who works
at the Cracker Barrel national
office in Lebanon, Tenn., would
not confirm or deny ~ restaurant would be built in Murray.
But sh e did confirm Cracker
Barrel has begun construction
of restaurants and has opened
eateries in towns similar to
Murray in that they are not
located close to major t horoughfares.
Traditionally, t he rest au rants, which feature h omecooked and country-themed
cuisine, have been located near
interstates.
"This year, we are celebr~ting our 30th anniversary,"
Presley said . "It was envisioned as a place for t ravelers
to rest. As we have grown, we
see·that we don't serve travelers, but we serve local folks."
Presley said the company's
restaurants in Dothan, Ala.,
Tupelo, Miss. and Kokomo,
Ind. are not located near interstates. She said Cracker Barrel
executives look at a number of
factors before deciding where
to build new restaurants.
"I can say we look at a lot of
different things," she said. "We
take everything into consideration together."

Of course, the store that is
definite 'for Murray is the new
Lowe's Home Improvemen t
Center. Construction is near ly
complete and opening is tentatively scheduled for early October.
Brian Peace of Lowe's Public
Relations said Kentucky has
been one of the key areas for
the home improvement empire.
''We have enjoyed tremendous success in Kentucky," he
said. "We have 21 stores here.
It's been an area that's been
very good for the company."
He said there were many
things t hat came into play
before deciding to construct ..a
store in Murray.
"There's a number of factors
that come when locating a
store," he said. "There's not
any one given factor that
sways our decision. We look at
population, the number of
househ olds, percentage of
home ownership. There are a
variety of factors that we consider."
Peace said the company saw
Murray as a growing community.
"The overall economic health
is good for the company," he
said. "Our projection shows
t hat it wil1 be a very vibrant
area for years to come."

DonJid l.awson/The News

Lowe's Home Improvement Center, loca ted on North Highway
Ill, Is scheduled to open in early Octobe r.

University President Alexander receives $28,000 salary increase
•Sala ry: University President
Kern. Alexander's salary is now
comparable to other university
presidents' salaries in the state
after a raise.
By J ennifer Sacharnoski
Editor-in-Chief
The Board of Regents voted 8-2 to
increase University President· Kern

Alexander's salary by 21 percent , Sid Easley said. "You cannot pay too
totaling $28,000.
much for th at type of leadership; it is
During its June meeting, the Board a rare commodity."
voted for the raise to make AlexanSome faculty members say there is a
der's salary comparable to other uni- limit. Faculty Senate P resident
veroity presidents in the state.
William Call said the disproportion of
Board officials said they also hoped the president's raise compared to the
to show their confidence in Alexan- raises of the faculty and staff disder's job performance.
turbed him.
"The general feel is that the conti"I don't know where you draw the
nuity of strong leadership is · most line what is acceptable and what is
importa.nt'at this time," Board Chair excessive; 21 percent is more than

fair," Call said.
The Faculty Senate supported a
raise in discussions during executive
council, Call said. But the decision
was to support a raise consistent to
raises given to the faculty and staff. ·
Faculty Regent J im Rudolph v9ted
no to the increase because of the
amount of the raise and said he was
"surprised" by the outcome.
"If Y.e are able to chip away at the
faculty salaries of MSU and other uni-

versities in the state," Rudolph said. "I
think we should treat the president in
the ,;a me manner."
Tensions among Alexander and the
faculty nnd staff had escalated toward
the end of la.st year after t.he president
released faculty evaluations to the
Student Government Association.
In June, the Board also voted to continue its support of the president by
backing his decision to release the
evaluations.

1999 Greek Honor Roll
Congnttulaeions Co Chost..• nu· rnhl·r·s of thl' ( ;r·l·t..~k ( ·on•nnanity
\\ho achit..'\l'd a gnuh.· point a\l'r·agl' of J.5 and aho\l' for· last Sl'llll' Stl'l".

Alpha Gamma Rho

Si2ma Chi

Si2ma Pi

Brian L. Bradley
Christopher Yandell

Daniel R. Bland
Bradley Clements
Gregory B. Clifton
C hristopher Dixon
Nathan C. Higdon
J onathon Kokoski
Eugene A. Kumeyko
Brian P. Lewis
Noah S. Mays
Michael L. Ramage
John M. Walker
Brent D. Dolen
Pa ul J.lvie
Robert A. Jayroe
Karl G. Smith

Joshua J. Browning
Robert Cottingham
Tavares K. Jones
William B. Levanti

Alpha Tau Ome2a
Jerry M. Deal
J oel L. Johnson

Alpha Si2ma Phi
Michael B. Boone
Christopher Deba nt
J eremy R. Dixon
William B. English
Barry T. Engla nd
Michaei ·A. Gilkey
Ryan T. Hale
David M. Hatcher
Frederick J. Lanner
Adam W. Lowry
Phillip Mitchell
Michael Robinson
Luke A. Willett
Craig A. Clayton
Kyle G. Hensley
Bradley S. Simmons

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Kristopher Durfee
Robert P. Jones

Pi Kappa Alpha
Scott T. Ballard
Brandon L. Birney
Thpmas B. Cayce
Samuel G. Clymer
Clinton S. Dennis
Richard T. Jones
Walter S. Shupe
Kyle M. Wellington

Alpha Delta Pi

Lambda Chj Alpha
David W. Bowless
J eremy D. Boyd
Robert S. Da nner
Ryan L. Harrison
J ason D. Karstens
Kevin A. Lowe
Kyle L. Martin
J a mes T. Nix
Lee D. Schnell
J ay R. Vaughn
Michael Faulkner
J ohn C. Hancock
Matthew T. llouser
J onathon McGregory
Clinton Trevathon

Riann R. Aldrich
Heather Anderson
Eliza Blankenship
Jennifer Breining
Beth K. Brockway
Ashley R. Burgess
Ashley L. Cleaver
J ean E. Riter
Kimberly A. Holt
Stephanie L. Holt
Elizabeth M. Kurtz
Kristi G. Lane
Jennifer Langdon
Karen A. Rahlfs
Angela L. Simpson
Ursula A. Thielen
Belynda Van Meter
Cara L. Watkins
Tiffany Weingartner
Julie Willingham
AIIJson J. Zollner
Heather L. Raleigh
· Wendy R. Threlkel

Alpha Gamma Delta
. Laila M. Bailey
Keri L. Bazzell
Brittany D. Bean
Brooke A. Berryman
Dana Blankenship
Amy M. Bowling
Beth A. Boyer
Jerris F. Brandon
Maria E. Brock
Angela D. Buckman
Emily R. Burroughs
Vanessa D. Capps
Ashley N. Chambers
Kristen B. Crew
Rebecca A. Francis
Jennifer Freeman
Ashley E. Hailston
Stephanie Ha mlett
Elizabeth Harney
Jennifer R. Hibbs
Joni L. Hyde
Joanna L. Kind
Crystal R. Lasher
Jennifer McKendree
Ashlea B. McLerran
Natalie S. Meeks
Keyla N. Palmer
Linda L. Raffer ty
Elaine S. Ra tliff
Rebekah D. Reddick
J ennifer Renfroe
Sara J. Rivers
Dawn R. Sanders
Kelly L. Sears
Alizabeth Sladen
J ennifer L. Smith
Sarah Stanton
Dana Swann

Laura R. Sy kes
Kristen N. \Vessel
Julie E. Woodrome
Monica J. Zurliene

Alpha Kappa Alpha
Tiawanna K. James

Alpha Omicron Pi
Melissa R. Baker
Stephanie Blackley
Lori B. Brown
Kacey J. Buchanan
Linds C hamberlain
Kathleen Chitty
Sarah Clark
Kristina Clouse
Whitney E. Coleman
J ill C. Collignon
Kristina C richton
Emilee 0. Dale
Adelle Far rell
J ennifer Gibson
Sabrina D. G lover
Sara Hawkins
Liza J. Hayes
Alison Hill
Kelly Hope
Kimberly Jones
Mary Lafferty
Kimberly Luecke
Michelle Martini
Amberly McLimore
Alyson L. McNutt
Natalie Peek
Stacey Pintar
Alison Rhein
Sarah Spears

Sarah Sterchi
Christy "Stubblefield
Lindsay Tuggle
Amberly Wallis
C atherine Weems
Mindy White
Laura Wild
~a nc y Wilson
J ennifer \Vright
Ashley Luker
Ami Romero
Carla Terrett

Siitma Gamma Rho
Shae Pack
Theresa L. Powell
LA V. Russell

Si2ma Si2ma Si2ma
Valerie Alsobrook
Angel Arnold
Vvonne C lanton
Christian C ruce
Stacia Elkins
Cindy Felts
Amanda G ardner
Jaime Gibson
Elizabeth Harper
Rachael L. lleaton
Susan McG regor
Rose Raymer
J ennifer Schinner
Kortney L. Strautz
Molly A. Varner
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Hart -College computer lab features l atest technology
lab has.
.
"The
lab
took
a
week
to
set
up,"
Philip Mitchell, sophomore from
er lab in Hart College, which
Hamaker said. "Installation and Clay, has been in the lab twice this
opened this week, houses 64 comeverything went really smooth."
week. He is also satisfied with the lab.
puters.
The new computers will have access
"I like the fast access," he said. "All
to
the
Internet
through
either
the
computers seem to work fine. The
By Donald Lawson
Netscape
or
Microsoft
Internet
hours
are good. It's good it stays open
Online Editor
Explorer. The new machines will also late."
·
have
Microsoft
Office
installed.
The
new
Hart lab will be open MonThe old Hart Deli may no longer be
Hamaker
said
Hart
persotinel
have
day
through
Thursday from 10 a.m. to
serving food, but it still has a lot of
been
extremely
helpful
and
coopera4a.m.
byte.
Angela Cozart, senior from Marion,
The new Hart College computer lab tive. Installation was done by Hamaker
and
personnel
from
PC
support.
lives
in Springer College. She said she
opened its doors this week at the forSince
the
opening
of
the
new
lab,
thinks
the University needed a new
mer Deli site. The lab is open to all
.
useage
has
not
been
great,
but
lab.
Murray State students.
"It's closer for students," she said.
The new lab houses 64 computers Hamaker said it should increase as
more
people
become
aware
of
the
lab.
"It's
good it has Internet access. I'll
with some of the latest computer techThose
students
who
have
used
the
probably
be over here a lot typing
nologies available, including fiber
lab
have
been
pleased
so
far.
papers
and
chatting. It's a better way
optic connections and computers with
"I've
been
in
the
lab
once
a
day
at
to
communicate."
.
350 and 400 megahertz processors.
least,"
Dennis
Edmondson,
sophomore
.
Although
Cozart
was
pleased overall
Funding for the lab will come out of
from
Louisville,
said.
"It's
much
nicer
the
new
lab,
she
did say more
with
student technology fees.
than
the
rest
of
them.
The
computers
work
space
would
be
nice.
Wayne Hamaker is the student sup.
Aside from the new lab in Hart,
port specialist in charge of the Hart seem to work bettel'."·
Edmondson
was
also
pleased
with
some
changes were also made in the
lab as well as computer labs in the ·
the
increased
amount
of
space
the
new
Applied Science building and Faculty
.labs at Faculty Hall and Applied Sci-

-Technology: The new comput- Han.

Ca~npu•

Computer Lab !ichedule•

Hart College Lab - Old Hart Dell
Monday - Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

10 - 4 a.m.

10 - midnight ·
noon - midnight
1 p.m. • 4 p.m.

Applied Science Lab - Rm 307N
7- 1 a.m.
7- 4:30p.m.
CLOSED
1 p.m. - 1 a.m.

Monday - Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Faculty Hall - Rm 205
9-3 p.m.
CLOSED
CLOSED

Monday - Friday
Saturday
Sunday ·

ence.
In the past, computers in the
Applied Science lab accessed programs like Microsoft. Office off a server. Now Office is installed on the hard
drives of each computer. Hamaker

Brian Howell/

rhe News

said this should increase access speed
over the network and prevent any
work from being lost because of server
shutdowns.
Another change was relocating the
lab in Faculty Hall to room 205.

Marshall County judge/executive joins Board of Regents
•Board of Regents: Mar-

Murray State from 1963-66
shall County Judge I Exec- before enlisting in the United
utive Kenneth Michael States Army.
When Miller found out there
Miller is replacing Philip was an opening on the Board of
M. Lanier on the Board.
Regents, he applied in Frankfort.
Through an interview and
By Kristin' Hill
selection process, he said he
Assistant News Editor
was selected from "potential
The Murray State Board of candidates who were definitely
Regents select.ed Hardin native qualified."
"This position is important
Kenneth Michael Miller as its
newest member, replacing because the University is
Philip M. Lanier, whose term important to me," Miller said.
Miller has numerous family
expired.
Miller, 54, is serving his sev- ties to the University, including
enth term as .MarshaJl County three brothers who graduated
Judge/Executive. He attended from Murray State. He will ·
attend his first orientation
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tomorrow.
In a project to restore Chero' ' This position is
kee Park at Kenlake, where the
important to me
Murray State Crew practices,
Miller worked with Murray
becau se the
State President Kern Alexan·
University is
der and the Kentucky Department of Parks. He said this
important to me.' '
experience showed him what is
- KENNETH MICHAEL Mn.I..ER,
possible with cooperation.
"I am going in with a wideREGENT
open attitude," Miller said.
"With cooperative effort, there's
nothing that isn't possible. I'm
not going in there to accom"The goal should be to keep
plish anything individually."
. students in mind and provide a
Miller is coming to t he Board quality education," Miller said.
of Regents with his own pbilos- "Academics are important, but
ophy on educat ion.
we need a well-rounded pro-
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gram. We have a good university and 1 am looking forward to
having some input."
Miller is chairman of the
Board of the Marshall County
Health Department and the
West Kentucky Corporation.
He is past chairman of the
Marshall County Exceptional
Center and the Marshall County Commission on Aging.
Miller is also a member and
fonrier president of civic orga- .
nizations, such as the Kentucky Judge/Executive Associa~
tion, the Association of Tennessee and the West Kentucky
Allied Services Board of Direc-
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tors. In addition, he is a member and past chairman of the
Purchase Area Commission on
Aging.
Miller is currently a member
of the Benton Lyons C lu~. the
Kentucky Farmworkers Program Board and the Purchase
Area Development District
Board of Directors.
He is also Gov. Paul Patton's
representative on the Tennessee Tombigbee Waterway
Development Authority Board.
Miller lives with his wife,
Chyrill, in Benton. They have
two sons, John Keith, 24, and
Shawn Michael, 18 .
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AUTO - HOME - BUSINESS - BONDS
,--.........,,_,....--,

Welcome Back MSU!

·~

104 N, 4th St.
P.O. Box 1394
Murray, KY· 42071

753·3500
hllp:l/membera.xoom.com/mcklnneylnl

--,

753-0700

Teri Bryant, Owner

~

Monday · Saturday
lla.m. · Sp.m.
(also by appointment)

e

75 3·2733

!ikat:e 1\1 it:e I
Hwg 641 1\1.

Friday, Aug. i!7

S i!.OO
wlt:h M!iU ID
1 0 :45 p.m.- 1 i!:45 a.m.

_________________

1
._20% off with this coupon_.1
1

Expires 9-1 0-99

Full Price & In-Stock only

1

ORDINANCE NO. 99-1184
NOTICE: AU Renters and Rentees

Building, Remodeling,
or just ready for a
change? Come to A
Good Thing and see
what local Interior
designers are buzzing
about. Find that
special piece of
furniture, antique, or
accessory. We also
accept lovingly used
furniture, antiques and
accessories. Let us
make money for you!

721 S. 12th St .

Circu!i !ikat:e

I
I

753~3040

Consignment Home Furnishings

•

- (_) l_)

412 Main St.

A Good Thing

1506 Chestnut Street
(across from the l&T Building)

-~1.,.\• .
('-'

... ~-------Dance Apparel & Gifts
Booth Rentals & Consignment
Antiques, Collectibles & Crafts
Refreshments
'

~\~

·-\"

As of Aug. 27, 1999 all dwelling
rental property will be required to
have smoke detectors installed outside
and in each bedroom unit on each
level of the dwelling.
A complete copy of the requirements
are available at the Murray Fire
Department's office or the City
Clerk's office located in the City Hall
Building.

University Barber S~op
Change your look
at The Place
Find the perfect outfit for:
't? Homecomi ng
Greek Formals
-tr Interviews
't? Millennium Parties

*

305C S. 12th St.
(next to Dumplins)
753-567,8

105 N. 16th St.
753-1953
Hours:

Tues. - Fri. 7:30a.m. - 5:30p.m.
Sat. 8a.m. - 12p.m.
Barber/Stylist:

Cindy Garland
Sharon Ingrum (Owner)

1,
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RSEC to serve Peps_i products only
-concessions: Food Services will serve Pepsi Cola
and Coke·products, unlike
RSEC.
By Yenia Zaba
Staff writer
Murray State Athletic Director E.W. Dennison signed a
four-year, $87,500 sponsorship
deal with Pepsi Cola in May,
the largest such sponsors hip
deal for the school's athletic
department.
The four-year deal, which
also has two one-year options,
includes paid television sponsorship, radio sponsorship,
score boards and signs at the
football stadium, baseball stadium and basketball arena.
Dennison said this is exactly
like the other partnerships the
athletic
department
has
signed, except for the amount
of money involved.
"It is the largest deal we
have," DenniSon said.

The majority of packages
signed by the University
involve an average of $2,000 to
$3,000, Dennison said.
"Pepsi came in with the best
bid," Dennison said. "It was
better than any of the competitors."
The partnership helped complete the Regional Special
Events Center, which affects
the entire campus, Dennison
said. It also helped fund the
athletic department.
"This enables the athletic
department to raise their own
money, instead of asking the
University for it,.. Dennison
said. "It allows us to be creative."
Dennison said having the
athletic department raising its
own money allows the University more funding for its academics.
"The English department has
a very difficult time of raising
money," Dennison said. "But
we can put signs up in tlie

arena and market our department."
Through this deal with Pepsi,
the athletic department will be
able to offer sor:ne new scholarships, based on academics, for
student-athletes. The scholarships will go to fifth-year
seniors who find it more difficult to get scholarships, Dennison said.
Although only Pepsi products
will now be sold at the RSEC,
the deal will not affect other
food services on campus.
"We have contracts for fountain drinks and bottles with
both Pepsi and Coca-Cola,"
Director of Food Services Bill
Benriter said.
Because of brand loyalties,
students want choices, Benriter said, "and that is why food
services will keep providing
both Pepsi and Coke products
on campus."
~aid Dennison: "This is going
to be a really great partnership."
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Hopl{insville campus enters next stage
Yates said the Racer Foundation will donate
•Extended campus: Lexington-based
a
portion of the land to the University for the
architectural company selected over the
West Regional Postsecondary Education Center.
summer for Hopkinsville campus.
As of now, the University will need an estimated
70 to 80 acres for the project.
By Jason Yates
Associate Editor
The construction of the new West Regional
Postsecondary Education Center in Hopkinsville is about to enter the designing phase
after the acquisition of Mason and Hanger, an
architectural company out of Lexington.
John Yates, dean of continuing education,
said a large portion of the summer was dedicated to selecting the architect.
"A committee went through a list of candidates and narrowed that list down to three,"
Yates said. "After considering the three firms,
the committee recommended a firm (Mason and
Hanger) and negotiations are now complete."
A meeting is scheduled for Sept. 2 with Mason
and Hanger to discuss plans and possibly to set
ijmetables on construction.
On May 5, the Racer Foundation acquired 480
acres of land from Graham Duncan and his wife
of Hopkinsville. The Duncans donated $900,000
of the land with the foundation picking up the
remainder of the land including a house on the
property for $3.4 million.

The Racer Foundation will sell the remainder
of the land it purchased in the deal.
"There has been talk of putting an elementary
school or a convention center on the land," Yates
said.
There have been concerns the addition of the
Hopkinsville satellite campus will have a negative impact on the enrollment of the campus at
Murray.
Don Henderson, chairman of the Hopkinsville
advisory committee, said he does not foresee any
problems.
"I .do not predict any competition between
Murray and Hopkinsville," Henderson said. "I
can see both facilities benefiting from each
other."
Yates says the focus of the Hopkinsville campus is on non-traditional students with many
night classes and graduate level classes to be
offered.
"The programs are designed for students who
cannot come to our campus in Murray," he said.
"We realistically believe we will have between
800 and 1,000 students for the new facility."

RSEC fails to meet ADA requirements, state investigates
•RSEC: The Center for Accessible Living
filed complaints citing Murray State's
failure to meet disability regulations.
By Shannon McFarlin
Contributing Writer
Officials from the Office of Civil Rights of the
Kentucky Department of Education where on
campus last week conducting an investigation of
the accessibility of the Regional Special Events
Center by disabled citizens.
The investigation was a response to a complaint filed in June by the Murray-based Center
for Accessible Living. The complaint cites Murray State for two main areas of non-compliance
with the federal Americnns with Disabilities Act.
"The first part of the complaint involves the
RSEC building itself and the guidelines it had to
meet as a new building," said Center for Accessible Livin~ Director Jeanne Gallimore.
Gallimore said, .RSEC does not provide integrated seating for the disabled, as required by
law. Federal law requires "whatever is offered to
non-disabled persons must be offered to disabled
persons." Gallimore 'l*¥ a~ RSEC ~ in
wheelchairs were seated on the floor at a basketball game during the spring.
"At a game after that, they put people in

COLD BEER
POOL & DARTS

wheelchairs behind a
ble to persons with distable on the floor, but ''The State of Kentucky has
abilities,
but
its
that still does not
taken responsibility, but
attempts were unsuccessful.
comply with the law;"
Murray State l;tas not. ' '
."We started last May,
Gallimore said.
after
RSEC
had
The second part of
-JEAKD GAu.Dlou,
t h e Center's cominstalled its seating,"
plaint cites Murray
Tim C&lmta FOR AcCBBimuc Llvnco
Gallimore said. "I use a
State in general for - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - wheelchair myself and I
failure to accommodate disabled students on went over there and found the structure was not
in compliance. We were not involved in the bluecampus.
"We cited several examples, including the inac- print stage because we assumed that since Murcessibility of Mason Hall to the disabled and the ray State 1tas an ADA coordinator, that the
Applied Sciences building, where there is no building would be in compliance."
·
The Center initiated a call to Dewey Yates,
accessible restroom," Gallimore said.
The Center for Accessible Living, a non-profit facilities manager of RSEC, and legislators got
organization that uses federal funds, is one of a involved. But still no progress was made, she
·
statewide network of organizations that serve as· said.
advocates for persons with disabilities. The MurThe Center then "'went to the press" with its
ray center was the first satellite branch of the concerns, to spotlight the potential problem
main office in Louisville.
areas, Gallimore said.
"We work with businesses and public institu- . "The State of Kentucky has taken responsibiltions," Gallimore said. "There is no such thing as ity, but Murray State has not," she said. "The
the ADA police ... but we do serve as a watchdog. state said it would try to correct the areas of nonWe don't want to be seen as a threat. We want to compliance and has estimated it will cost
be aeen u a I'8IOUN8 fat PG1.IPI to use 10 that lfJOI,OOO, buttMt tlaue DOW ia how Jona will t})at
they can meet the guidelines."
take? They haven\ set a deadline by which they
Gallimore said the Center tried to work with promise to correct the problems, so we were conMurray State to ensure RSEC would be accessi- cerned that this situation could just go on and

• SPECIALS •
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Shelley Todd, RSEC manager. and Anna Zett
Fields, director of Equal Opportunity, did not
return phone calls prior to press time.

Sun Star Tanning

~~
~~~

759-0505

Back to School Sale

Be1t damn pizza In the greater
..,etropolltan Buchanan area plu1
Shrimp, Enchiladas & Sandwlchn.

on. It could go on for well over a year and that's
why I filed the complaint."
Another Center spokesperson, Crystal Ford,
had reported to The Murray State News in January that RSEC failed to meet several criteria,
according to a formal assessment of RSEC conducted by the Center.
Under ADA guidelines, she said, at least one
percent of the 8,500-seat facility must provide
wheelchair seating, which would mean at least
86 seats should be wheelchair accessible and
fixed companion seating must also accompany
the wheelchair seats, neither of which were provided.
The Center also found the bleachers on the
lower level of RSEC to not be accessible because
there is no ramp to access the seating area and
the armrests are fixed.
Parking is another concern and the Center
identified only two designated accessible parking
spaces in lhe lot closest to RSEC.
Other areas of non-compliance noted by the
Center are RSEC's doors are heavier than
allowed by law, bathroom stall handles are too
small and difficult to open and paper towel dia-

• All summer merchandise 1/2 to 3/4 off

fi'E.E.l

• Name brands such as: GAP, Liz, Limited
• Formal Wear & Wedding Apparel

Tanning Session for 1st Time
Customers!

• Fall arrivals daily
• Clothes for all: Juniors, Men, Women & Children

Miles south of Murrav

All at LOW LOW Prices!

$1 00 for 4 Months of

ComebyJ'~at

12 1 South on Stateline next to Stateline lottery

Unlimited Tanning!

406 S . 12th St.
or phone 759-5000

.J/!_
,6?/

Olympic Plaza • Murray, KY .

paid by Sept. 3

$30 Unlimited
Package!

I 0% MSU Discount on Lotions! ·
We now accept Debit Cards, Credit Cards and of
course Checks and Cash!

~.
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Welcome Back
t't

to

Learning and Life

First Baptist Church
Welcome Back Msu·Student Day
Sunday, Aug. 29
9:30 a.m. Free Breakfast
9:40 a.m. Bible Study
10:45 a.m. Worship
Free lunch to follow!
For information contact Minister to Students,
Boyd Smith at 753-1854.

203 S. 4th St.

~-

-·
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*Books delivered in no more than three business days or your sbippiDg is refunded. Some restdcdons apply.

••
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On Gc1 1npz ts
Kentucky Baptist
collects food
Kentucky Baptist cleaned
out its pantries on behalf
of children and families in
crisis during September's
food Roundup for Kentucky Baptist Homes for
Children.
Churches and Baptist
Associations across the
state are making room for
boxes of canned goods.
and other nonperishable
staples that will be picked
up In October and distributed to KBHC's eight
residential facilities and

ack

.

to

other programs.
Ptlone 1-800-456-1386
for a list of food and personal care items most
needed or to find the
nearest drop-off point.

Professor selected
to g~emor's board

New- fcxxl choices make
eating easier on can1pus

Donald Bennett, chairman of the department of
mathematics and statistics, has been elected to a
three year term on the
Board of Governors of
the Mathematical Association of America. The

By Christine Hall
College Life Editor

Board of Governors
administers all scholarly
activities and authorizes
ll1

<F..J

o

the ·41'P.M~~!'!~~~ II
of the Association. Established to promote educa-

tion and research in the
mathematical sciences,
the organization devoted
to the interests of collegiate mathematics.

As a member of the
Board, Bennett will also
serve as governor of the
Kentucky section of the
Association. Bennett
joined the faculty at Murray State in 1970 and
became chairman of his
department in 1983. He
earned the B.S. degree at
Murray State and both .
M.S. and Ph.D. degrees at
the University of Kentucky.

Grease auditions
begin next month
Auditions for the
November production of
Grease: A New SO's Rock
'N Roll Musical by Jim
Jacobs and Warren Casey
will be held SepL 20 and
22 at the Robert E. Johnson Theatre in the Fine
Arts Building.
Auditions begin at 7
p.m. A song needs to be
prepared, but not from
the show. There will be
an accompanist provided
or a boom box.
Questions can be

.

.

addressed to James I.
Schempp at 5487.
Briefs compiled by Tara Shel-

by. assistant college life editor.

Bc1rry Johnson/Guest
~-~~ktt~ ~nior fro~ Canni, Ill., center, receivq help from mom, Patsy, and dad, Tommy,
moving Into her resdientlaJ college with her "Coke" can table.

D~corating

aids rust-year blues

By Tara Shelby

to those who miss their backyards.
Assistant College Life Editor
"I like to bring plants to bring
Turning half of a residential the outside in," she said .
college room into a bedroom,
A frequent complaint is poor
living room and kitchen can be lighting in the rooms. Many
quite a challenge. But, as many students bring their own
donn-dwelling juniors and lamps, including tree-lamps
seniors will testify, the task is that have light bulbs facing in
not a hopeless one.
three directions and clip-on
Some students have already lamps that are easy to move to
discovered setting beds on cin- wherever they are needed .
der blocks provides more storSarah Beth Drennan, senior
age space, and bunking beds from Fredonia, got a different
gives students more room to idea while decorating her room
move around.
last Christmas.
"I flip the ends of my bed over
"I tape Christmas lights to
to raise it off of the ground and the ceiling to brighten up my
give me more storage under- room," Drennan said.
neath," Michelle Perkinson,
Since many freshmen are
junior from Pekin, Ill., said.
also combating l)omesickness
Perkinson also offers advice this semester, Drennan offers

this advice.
"I bring pictures of my
friends and family to make my
room more homey," she said.
Tammy Townsend, senior
from Hardinsburg, is a resident
advisor in Springer College.
Advice she gives to her resi·
dents includes buying a shelving unit, a trash can for the
bathroom and a fan.
Another Springer resident,
Kelly Evans, junior from Owensboro, reminds freshmen there is
more to decorating a room than
making it visually attractive.
"I think it's important to have
a good smell in your room
because it's invitational,"
Evans said. "And of course you
always want to have good
music playing."

While students enjoyed a
long summer break, Food Services made changes to menus
and campus services.
A vegetarian line for lunch
and dinner will be open in
Winslow Dining Hall temporarily. .
Food Services Director Bill
Benriter said this was something students had been asking
for.
"f'here are a lot of students who
are vegetarian on campus and
wanted us to add the line," he
said.
Benriter said one item Food
Services was unable to bring
back w~s Chick Fil-A.
"There were some regulations that prevented us getting
the restaurant back," Benriter
said.
For viewing enjoyment in
Winslow, tables in the south
end of the dining room will be
tuned to College Network Television; which has an MTV
theme with sports, news and
weather for the college aud.i·
ence. The north end of the dining room will still feature cable.
Benriter said for those who
have hectic schedules, Winslow

Murray life comes with
a lingo all its own to learn
By Rob Brown
Contributing Writer
The history of the world is full
of conflicts caused by a simple
lack of communication.
FreRhrnen, beware: Murray
State has its own linguistics,
and understanding the difference between "shacking up" and
"going south" could prevent
some major social blunders.
Here's a quick set ofi.D.'s-look
at them as preparation for your
CIV final, if nothing else.
FRESHl"\fAN: That's you. Crap·
· py parking spot, tough classes,
lousy dorms. It's a tough life,
but everybody has to do it.
CLASS: Bane of your existence,
thorn in your side, crap in your
Cheerios, but attend or you'll
never be an ..•
UPPERCLASSMAN: The old
hands at the college game, the
seed winnowed from yesteryear's freshman chaff and a con~
venient source fOr the purchase
of alcohol.
SHACKING UP: Living with

your significant other. Be
warned, cohabitation is frowned
upon by Murray State. A word
to the wise, DO NOT TRY
THIS IN SPRINGER.
GOING SOUTH: Might have
something to do with shacking
up, but not the way you're
thinking. Get your mind out of
the gutter, it means making a
beer run.
GOING DEEP SOUTH: Forty
miles there and back to Paris,
Tenn., for some of Grandad's
finest. That's liquor. kids.
SOUTHPAW I NATTY LIGHT:
Cheap beer. Forget Miller and
Bud and (sigh) Guiness. You're
in college now. Learn to love
'em.
SHOE TREE: Excessive shacking up will likely earn your
footwear a spot on this campus
landmark, where the married
nail up their roaming shoes.
DIPLOMA: .fo'ive years from
now, if you're lucky, you'll earn
a place among the graduates of
this esteemed center of learn·
in g.

is in its second seme&ter of
being open until 9 p.m. Students who do not wish to use
the hot meal lines also have the
opportunity to utilize the "mini
Fast Track" in Winslow.
Fast Track is set to open as
soon as the University is finished remodeling the inside.
Benriter said those wlio used
th'r ~ nexi !!> Wl!mtow
will see a difference in the
setup.
"We will also be adding some
products students have asked ·
for as well as specialty items," '
he said. "We have also added
baskets that students have
wanted to help in shopping."
The Curris Center underwent
changes as well, such as the
relocation of Domino's Pizza to
the room with Subway. Domino's is now selling pizza by the
slice as well as whole pizzas.
Benriter said Freshens Yogurt
will not return because of a lack
of business.
Opening' soon in the old
Domino's location will be a
restaurant owned by Tyson
Chicken
called
Sunset
Strips. Dippin' Dots also has '
a location outside in the
lobby of the Curris Center,
but will move in with Sunset
when construction is over.

Important Campus
Phone Numbers

Barry Johnson/Guest

Julie Janes, left, and Hillary Martin share a hug during Bid Day
Sunday. The roommates both pledged Alpha Omicron Pl.

-~

Admissons
3741
Athletic Tickets
4895
Pubiic Safety
2222
3500
RacerTouch
Bursar's Office
4227
2310
Housing
6951
SGA
SGA Info Line
5420
Racer Card
3003
Health Services
3809
University Store
4388
Residential Colleges:
Clark
2237
Elizabeth
6284
Franklin
2298
4000
Hart
Hester
2395
6700
Regents
Richmond
2628
Springer
2236
61~1
White
Libraries:
2053
Waterfield
Pogue
6152
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Filter conforms to 'happy' pop style

FILTER

· Music l?eL 'ieto
Kyle Shadoan
\

Shiny, pretty little guys in
shiny, pretty little suits singing
shiny, pretty little songs about
life, love and taking a photograph. Doesn't sound much like
what we remember of the band
Filter, does it? On the band's
new album "Title Of Record,"
Filter seems to have changed
its image just a bit.
Not that the first album,
· "Short Bus," was extremely
great to start with, but some
bands just need to stay in the
depressed, angst-filled, angry
teenage mind set. It seems like
bands have tried to follow the
new trend of this happy pop
sound, which is what Filter is
doing on "Title Of Record."
After the second song, "Welcome To The Foid," the rest of
the album is a big letdown. It is
the only song with the style
and sound of the earlier Filter
recordings. The rest of the
songs, such as "Captain Bligh,"

Top 5 COs of the Week

000 9 47388 2 Filter

Top Country CD
Old and In the Way"Breakdown"

Reprise Records
.Filte r change s Its style on its ne w Cd, " T itle of Record"
from

Saturday, Aug.· 28
• Retreat - Project SUCCESS retreat at Camp Mack for
first year students, sponsored by the African American
Student Services and Ethnic Program. Phone 762-6386
for more information .
• Cinema International • Showing "Living in Oblivion"
7:30p.m. in the Curris Center Theater
'

Source: Terrapin Station

aJtemative style t o pop rock.

"The Best Things," "Take A Picture," "Skinny" and "Miss
Blue," all have very pop-sounding music and lyrics.
This new sound doesn't really
seem to fit for the lead singer
,Richard Patrick. Without the
heavy guitar and the intensity,
of previous songs, his voice
seems very annoying and out of
place. It often sounds as though
Ricky Martin or The Backstreet Boys possessed his body
for a moment, long enough to
do these lame, corny songs.
Such lyrics as "So here you

are in your small little world/
Kept up like a little precious
virgin girV To hear 'bout your
grace and your silly face/
Wrapped up like a knot in a
ball of shoelace..." from the
song "Skinny" have to be some
of the most uncreative and
annoying lyrics I've heard.
Even the chorus "You just gotta
sit yourself down/ To contem- .
plate/ You get yourself a nice
cold beer/ And drink yourself
away/ You are celebrating
nothing/ And you feel .a-okay"
from the best song on the

.

Ill

-ra
.Q
....c

album, "Welcome To The Fold,"
becomes boring and somewhat
irritating after listening to it a
few times. .
Several years ago, when
Richard Patrick left Trent
Reznor and the N~ne ~nch Nails
as the live guitarist and set out
on his own, he surprised everyone with the album "Short
Bus." With "Title Of Record," it
doesn't seem like Filter is going
to be surprising anyone again
anytime soon.

Sunda~Aug.29

Monday, Aug. 30
• Last day for a full refund on books with a sales receipt
~
at the University Store.
• Speech and debate team - Meeting at 9 p.m. in Wilson Hall Room 321 A in the debating lab, phone 762·
4467 or 762-5309 for more information.

Tuesday, Aug. 31
• Yearbook pictures - Shield yearbook senior and
underclassman pictures will be taken in the Curris Cen·
ter, third floor.
• Poster sale - Curris Center, second floor from 10 a.m.
to 6 p.m.

- JUST ~UGI1T
I

A Nt.W
GEN£Tic

Wednesday, Sept. 1

~ysTEN\
~\-\ic-H

• Poster sale - Curris Center, second floor from 10 a.m.
to 6 p.m.
• Yearbook pictures - Shield yearbook senior and
underclassman pictures will be taken in the Curris Center, third floor.

NO

l.oN &,ER..

f\EQui"ES
DAiLY.

Ia·

Thursday, Sept. 2
• Poster sale - Currls Center, second floor from 10 a;m.
to 6 p.m.
• Yearbook pictures - Shield yearbook senior and
underclassman pictures will be tak~n in the Cutris Center, third floor.

r£EI>ING5

LoAN

~~-LOAN

CII~Dibe,•

Hair Grafiks

OWNER
PAUL CHAMBERS

.,.inling

400 N. 4th St.
759-9181

1-800-856-5786

ALTERNATORS
STARTERS
HOSES
BELTS
BRAKES

CARS
TRUCKS
VANS
HOME
OFFICE

10% DISCOUNT FOR MURRAY STATE STUDENTS!

It Need

4th & Chestnut

Welcome back students!

•7n-8~75

New location
116 S. 5th St.

"We Know Our Chicken!"

r-----------------------------,
50¢ off any chicken snack or dinner

1
I
1
I

with the P':lrchace of 8 pc or more

1
I
1
I

:

Free coupon for 1 hr. free pool at

:

:

Breal<time Billiards

I

Expires 9/10/99.

753-9942

Susan Suiter - Nail Tech.
: . Monica Nance - Stylist
Lisa Suiter - Owner - Stylist
1

L-----------------------------1

'

IMIIJ IIIJ8IND

Mione~!

FREE POOL
AT
BREAKTIME BILLIARDS

filii A JOB!!
COBle •~ J'lle ltluua~ •l,.le Netn offke
& lean~ llow lo gel a Job ,.1 one of die

Starting Aug.2 I
MSU Students can shoot
FREE EVERYDAY
From I 0 a.m. to 6 p.m.
With a purchase
of a $1 'Drink.

n.te.l ne~ •oundf

A~

Located just 2 miles

Christian Sorority
]all r?ush
Sept. 13
Sept. 14 ·

·r<evert fgack to your Chilvthoocr. ?p.m.
Elizabeth College Lobby

•

Sept. 16

-cr:o be linnounced... •. ?p.m.

Sept.

(Jid Night!!!

1~

from Court Square on

HWY 94 EAST OF MURRAY.

9nformational Meetmg, '?p.m.
GArris Center. 3rr;t floor

_

• Bible study - Murray Christian Fellowship house, 7!
p.m.

Filter "Title of Record" ·D+

c

w~l~ l;.ll

• Last day to enroll in any regular full-semester course.
• Last day to drop any fuJI-semester course without a
grade.
• Last day to change any full-semester course from
•
audit to credit.
• Cinema International • "Living in Oblivion" 7:30 p.m.
in the Curris Center Theater.

1. Sevendust - ~Home"
2. Filter- "Title of Record"
3. Noreaga - "Melvin Flynt-Da
Hustler''
4. Widespread Panic - M
•rn the
Medicine Takes"
5. Puff Daddy - ''Forever"

T .i tle Of Rec ord

Filter • ''Title of Record"

Friday, Aug. 27

®GRILL OPEN ALL DAY & NIGHT!

Ch oose youT patb..
..

:m.

! ..

Find
t he lA tes l

~~· D.L . >.art ens

VOTED BEST BURGERS IN TOWN!!!

Chestnut Hills
Plaza

BREAKTIME BILLIARDS
Phone 759-9303

753-6242

FREE

FREE

FREE
v .
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Annual blues festival plays in Aurora
By Christine Hall
College Life Editor
Kenlake State Resort Park in
Aurora will sway to the music as it
kicks off ~ lOth Annual Hot
August Blues Festival this weekend.
The fea.ture band tonight is
Southern lllinois All Stars at
7:30 p.m. on' the front lawn.
This event is free, and people
nre encouraged to bring lawn
chairs and blankets.
Cathy Clark, recreation director
for Kenlake, said Hot August
Blues bas grown since it began in
1989.
"It has always been success·
ful," she said. "I think we started with about 5oo ~ople the
first year, and it has really

grown since then. Last year we Tickets for the day are $14 in
had between 6,000 and 8,000 advance or $16 at the gate.
people."
Mike Griffin and The Unknown
On Saturday, the gates open at Blues Band, a festival favorite,
10 am. with Lew Jetton and 61 Clark said, will also make an
South kicking ofT the day at noon appearance at 3:45 p.m. Headlining that night is Magic Slim
in the beach area.
and
The Teardrops at 5 p.m.
Tickets for Saturday's events
Tickets for the event are availare $8 in advance and $10 at
the gate and will also be avail- able through Kenlake at 1-800able on Friday for Saturday 325-0143 or can be purchased at
The Big Apple Cafe in Puryear,
and Sunday shows.
The headlining show Satur· Tenn. or Liquor World in Paduc·
day is B.B. Queen and Little ah.
All proceeds from the event
Koko at 6:15 p.m. The Harper
Band, Miranda Louise, Michael will go to Habitat for HumaniHolloway and Ron Harris and ty. Clark said Kenlake used to
The Knott Bros. will also be' support Needline, but since
Kenlake is close to both Mar·
featured.
Sunday's show opens again shall and Calloway counties, it
at 10 a .m. with Bo and The was in the best interest to
Blues Crew playing at noon. choose Habitat as its charity.

WKMS Station Manager Kate
Lochte said the station sponsors
Hot August Blues as part of its
weekend blues music program.
"We have shows on Friday
night from 9 p.m. to 11 p.m.
and Saturday night from 7 p.m.
to 9 p.m. that play blues,"
Lochte said.
The station will tape the fes·
tival for later broadcasts.
Other sponsors include the
Kentucky Lottery and Kentucky.State Parks.
As in previous years, no glass
bottles are allowed on the property, and Clark said an umbrella would be a wise article to
inolude.
Said Clark: "Just bring yourself and have a good time."

Campus fraternity achieves high award
ter is only eligible to receive it every four
years
in order to prove it has consistently
Assistant College Life Editor
met the requirements.
Lambda Chi Alpha member Kevin Lowe
The Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity
received the Grand High Alpha Award says the chapter has been working for this
while attending the fraternity's 27th Lead- honor since it last won the award four
ership Seminar fr6m August 4 to 8. in years ago.
"We have been concentrating for the past
Bowling Green, Ohio.
four
years to be the best we could be," Lowe
According to a news release from Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity's director of com- said.
According to the release, more than 200
munications, Jason Pearce, thjs is one of
Lambda Chi AlP,ha's most prestigious chapters competed for this award, and
chapter awards and is presented only to Murray State's chapter was one of eight to
chapters that display fraternal excellence receive it.
for a sustained period of time.
To receive the award. fraternal excelThis is an annual award, but each chap- lence must be demonstrated in the areas of

By Tara Shelby

officer programming, organizational skills,
leadership, strength and quality of membership and financial responsibility.
The chapter was also awarded the Acad·
ernie Achievement Award. Murray State's
chapter was one of 14 chapters to receive
this award. 'rhe chapter's grade point aver·
age was reported as 2.79.
Lambda Chi Alpha International Frater·
nity has more than 200 chapters and
colonies on college campuses across the
United States and Canada, according to
the release. Also, more than 230,000 members have been initiated into the fraternity
since it was founded in 1909 at Boston University.

f!mgr~m

By Yenia Z&ba
St.Jtf~~ter

&.Giutdultt

Iimt

WQTV, Murray State's tete- .
vision station. eta:riAMt th8 ,ear 6 am. Alf..NeWS Chanhel
withm.rc~~1~~ 7
NewzooAevue.
a new progr'fl.nl-- ..w a 7·30
BIQop/s Buddies
set of <:ommunity service proF'ttness Beactt .'

a·

~.

·.·

Station Manager stan Mali~ 8:30
noftaaid a mAjor out"*'ch project '"Holiday Harvest" is being··.. 9
· ptanned. It i& a food drive 10:00
. ()fpni~ with Needline and
·

m·~-•ry stores in the Mur-

Flex Magazine

Workout
Momil1g Movie
Infinite Power

wa,:t<out
lari ancfCiale
Show
ber-witfithe:purpose.ofcolleet., 11:30 Western Theatre
, ing . food for the needy for 1 p.m. Movie Matinee
~ Tbehksjiving Day.
3
Pocket Oi"Al''nn
lb.rlnoff' Mid wqrv and
............
aev4U'al local po1ke stations"
Ad\lentt.res··
IU'e.also .®inr
.. a publi~ service .3:30 Beal<man's Wodd
campaign. called the "Ken~ 4
Rlchatl
eo---

ray area..
The pro,j«:t will start in Octo.

tuclty-Tennessee's

Most

, Wanted: The project will
include ·• materialS on apprehen4ing criminals, safety tipe
and locating missing children.
In a~dition, .W((J:V . ba•
teamed
with the Munay
CitY Schoola·on the big "Back
, to .School" campaign, be IS.id.

•up

11

~

5
8

Queen Lallfah
f:•MIIU Feud

6:30

Family.Feud

1

Prime M<Me

...

_ ...,,

9
9:30

cap.

10

1000A

Caps ,

ki:-:be~~=to~ 10:30 ~JOhnsOO'

at $Chool," Marinoff &aid. ~
Show
main ~ is ·not to bring 11
Last Woi1d
~ to school"
12 a.m. Beast Master ·
Said Marihoff: "We want to 1
Entertainers
put the Universi~y in a posi- .1·30
This Old House
tive u,ht and sen-e the ares' •
' ' '<
'· of western~. Kimtucky, and 2
All-News Channer
also employ students."
Nd' prOgrim. an shO\Im tri bOld.

Hot August Blues!
The notion's leader in college
marketing is Meking on energetic,
entrepreneurial student for the
position oF~·""'· NO-..~. ~~
involved. Place oCiverlising on
bulletin bOards For companies such
as American EXpress, Microsoft
ond Columbia House.

12pk
Mlchelab

.•

+ Fabulous IIOtni!!Qs
+ Port time job
+ ChOOM your own hours
• 8· 10 houn per weelc
American Passage Media, Inc.

Campus Rep Program
Seattle, WA

800-481-2434 Ext.ll444
..

~

~

-~

$8.99

Serving Mexican Food

Regular &
Liter

and Deli Sandwiches
from
·t J a.m. - 11 p.m.
Bar Hours: 11 a.m. - Midnight

AUg. 28 Clarence Dobbins Review
Sept. 4 sorry, No Band

Sol Wines
Cabernet, Merlot
& Chardonay
$31 .99
case of 12

1.751t Skyy
Vodka
$22.99

open Monday, sept. 6Labor Day
Visit
The Murray
State News
Online
for details
on how
you can
WIN .a
copy of
the new

Sarah
cLachlan
CD

'Mirrorball"

LOCATED ON 641 S.
12 miles South of the Racer Inn in Murray
Puryear, TN
90 1-247-5798
Sorry no minors after 9:30 p.m.

I

Ito

I

I OFF

NIKE I ADIDAS
~ APPAREL adidas~

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

..EVERYTHING FOR THAT S P ORT I N YOUR LIFE"'
CHESTNUT ST. • Murray • 753-8844
Hours: 9-B Mon.-Fri., Sat. 9-6. S u n. 1-5

College.L[fe
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Murray banks offer plethora of student account options
People's Bank_ of
Murray

.Hopkinsville Federal
Savings Bank

Union Planter's
Bank

Mercantile Bank

The Murray Bank

Basic Checking
Account

Basic Checking
Account
none

UPBudget Checking

Student Finance 101

Basic Checking

Minimum to open

$50

$100

Monthly Fee

none

[&-~IL~~~~!::~5i~~-~ Minimum Balance

Staff Report .

Finding the right student account
can be a challenge if the student is
not from the area.
At first glance, every bank looks the
same and can be quite confusing,
especially to those who have a hard
time balancing a checkbook.
Mercantile Bank does not have a
student account, but when it makes
the change to Firstar, it will reinstate
the account.
With this ,graphic, The Murray
State News has taken the guesswork
out of finding the right bank by providing information to aid in choosing
the right account for student needs.
Contact any of the banks listed for
full information on all accounts.

$12 to $16

Checks

$1 per month
waived during
summer

•
10 free checks, 25
cents for each addi-

First 50 checks are
free, unlimited check

. tional every month

Free order of 200
checks, first 5 transactions are free .

writing

varjes with account

$5

none

$5 charge if balance
fans below minimum

yes, plus VISA check
card

yes; No machine in
Murray

yes

Free Mercantile Check
Card

yes

Free Online Banking

none

· q<>mi~ So<;,n; , ?: ;

Banking

none

none

Service Charge

ATM Card

none

none

;;--::~:: : .:$::Ct....: : :.:::):

Brian Howc'ii/Tile News

111/ELCOME B"-Cv.-__

MSUGREEK~

Welcome Back
fro·m·the ·staff of
The Murray
State News!

~ Screen Printing
~

'tS
·~

i

~

~

~

Cll

=

0

Free T-shirt for New Sorority Members with Purchase!
Quantity Discounts Available

For shorter,
more
fre~J'"ml

Clll ls.

orts
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Club sports·Jose University funding

Sports/3rief'·i
MSU baseball holds
open tryouts

By Jason Billingsley

As of last year, Murray State
had
10 club sports. One of those
Sports Editor
sports, women's soccer, will
Club sports teams at Murray become a varsity sport next fall
State have a new responsibility and is already being funded by
this year: raising their own the athletic department.
Four of the clubs, chess, fenc·
money.
ing,
recreation and southeastUniversity funding for club
ern
kenpo karate, did not
sports at MSU was slashed as
receive
funding from the unipart of a major budget cut from
versity.
the Office of Intra-Collegiate
The sports that did receive
Sports and Recreation.
funding were men's rowing,
Director Alison Epperson men's volleyball, men's and
said she was instructed to cut women's rugby, and the Racer
$9,000 from her budget by Girls dance troupe.
Director of Curris Center and
Epperson said the highest
Student Life Jim Baurer.
cost club sports were rugby and
"After I was informed about rowing.
the cuts that . needed to b,e
"In addition to travel, lodging
made, I sent letters to each of and food, rugby and rowing
the MSU club ·sports informing teams have big insurance bills
them of the changes being because their sports are highmade in funding,'' Epperson risk, and many insurance comsaid.
panies will not carry these

Baseball Head Coach
Mike Thieke announced
this week any full-time
Murray State student who
wishes to tryout for the
MSU 'Breds baseball team
needs to meet at the
Racer Room in Roy Stewart Stadium Sept. 7th at
4:15p.m. '

'Breds named to
AII-OV C team
Four
Murray
State
Thourghbred
baseball
players were named to the
AII-OVC team. ·
· Pitcher/third baseman
Todd Fox was named to
the AII-OVC First Team.
He hit .350 last season
with 20 doubles, six home
, runs and 39 RBI's.
First baseman Dan Loyd,
outfielder Chris Williams
and senior designated hitter Robert · Weatherly
were. named to the Honorable Mention team.

sports," she said. "Rugby teams $11,000 on club sports last
must also belong to a union in year," he said. "We hated to
order to play other teams, and make that decision, but it was
the union fees are very high.
one that had to be made."
Don Robertson, vice presi"Teams may use their old
equipment from last year, but dent of Student Affairs, said he
we cannot buy new equipment advised Baurer to make cuts in
from them," she said. "We will the travel budget of the teams
help them with any fund-rais- and to tighten the spending of
ing if they need it, but we just the Intra-Collegiate Sports and
cannot give them money."
Recreation department, but did
Baurer said the cuts meant a not know the specifics of the
choice between cutting intra- cuts.
mural and club sports.
Men's Rowing Sponsor Sarah
,"With the cuts in the budget Freudenberg held an emerwe had to make, it was either gency meeting of the team on
cut some intramural sports Wednesday night to inform the
that hundreds of students par- rowers of the situation.
ticipate in, or cut the funding of
Freudenberg
said
she
club teams that carried a high- received the letter Epperson
~r cost and fewer students par- sent the club teams, which was
ticipated in," Baurer said.
a copy of the letter Baurer sent
"'We needed to cut about Epperson, one week before she
$9,000 out of the budget, and came back for school, and that
we spent about $10,000 or Baurer's letter to Epperson to

By Morgan Hardy

Football season
tickets availa ble
Reserved chair seat season tickets for the 1999
Racer football season will
cost $75 this · year; an
increase of $12 per seat,
while reserved bleacher
seats for the season will be
$55, an increase of $9 per
seat
...for more information or_
to order season tickets,
phone the MSU ticket
office at 762-4895.

1 "''

Photos by La ura Deaton
Top: Duke Vaiga, junior transfer from Santa
Clara, Calif., rests during practice Tuesday.
Bottom: Justin Fuente, senior from Tulsa, Okla.,
~akes snaps as the team's No. I quarterback.

Sport Light
Todd Fox,
women's rowing
Todd Fox and the MSU
women's rowing team are
in this week's Sportlight.
Fox was named to the
AII~OVC
baseball first
team after a year that saw
him tie the MSU singte season record for doubles
with 20, while his .350 batting average put his career
average at .355, second alltime among Throroughbred players.
Fox also led the OVC in
saves with six.
The MSU women's rowing team had the highest
GPA of any varsity sport
with a 3.17 in its first season of varsity competition.
Women's rowers Debbie
Schulten, Jodi Futrell and
Jenny Stedelin were all
named Central Region
National Scholar-Athletes.
'
I

Boggs sets histor y
with l ,OOOt h hit
Wade Boggs became the
first player in major league
baseball history to record
his 3,000 hit with a home
run.
Source: ESPN

5.
"I talked to. Jim Baurer this
summer
and
everything
seemed good to go for this season," Freudenberg said. "Saurer has always been a great sup·
porter of us, and we know he
did not like to make this decision, but he had to do it."
Although the meeting ended
with many questions still up in
the air, the men's rowing team,
which won eight medals last
year, did not want its hard
work to go down the drain.
..You've made a name for
yourselves and you've got to
continue your' hard work;
Freudenberg said.
Baurer also said it was too
early in the semester to see if
some ·of the club teams would
fold because of the lack of Uni~
versity support.

Racer offense·lool{s
to lead the CP.arg·e
Assistant Sports Editor

Briefs compiled by jason
Billingsley, sports editor

.

cut the funding was dated Aug.

1999 Racer Football
Schedule
Sept. 4
at Wisconsin
Sept. 11
at SIU
Sept. 18
SEMO'*
(Family Weekend)
Sept. 25
Open Date
Oct. 2
at W. Kentucky*
Oct. 9
UT-MARTIN'*
Oct. 16
E. ILLINOIS'*
(Homecom ing)
Oct. 21
SAMFORD
(on Fox Sports South)
Oct. 30
at Tenn Tech'*
Nov. 6
E. KENTUCKY*
(on Fox Sports South)
Nov. 13
at Tenn State*
Nov. 20
KY. WESLEYAN

Home games in all caps
*Denotes Ohio Valley Conference
game

The Racer football team has
seen a reversal in tradition this
· fall. The typically dominant
defense has been overshadowed
by a high-octane offense filled
with faces both old and new,
spearheaded by quarterback
Justin Fuente, an All-American
candidate.
Fuente, senior from Tulsa,
Okla., led the team to a 7-4
record last year while racking up
numerous individual sehool
passing records. He set records
for most completions per year
and per game, as well as most
attempts per year, a testament
to the pass-oriented offense
introduced last year.
"I feel ·comfortable, even
though I've got a bigger role as
team leader," Fuente said. "I feel
c~mfortable around all of the
players. Our offense had a lot of
success, but each week we had to
.be prepared or we would lose."
Racer Head Coach Denver
Johnson said, "I've said many
times that I just think the world
of our quarterback. I think he's
one of the finest quarterbacks in
1-AA football, and might be one
of the finest quarterback in the
nation," "''m high on my guy.
He's not one to toot his own
horn, he~s not one to brag about
himself, he's not one to seek
attention or recognition, but he's
certainly deserving on it. I sort
of take it upon myself to promote
him as an athlete."
Fuente's main target this sea·
son will be Terrence Tillman,
junior from Memphis.
· In his first year at Murray in
1998, he led the team in receiv·ing with 670 yards and seven
touchdowns. He also had 41

receptions, placing him eighth
all-time among MSU receivers.
"What a lot of people don't
realize about Fu is that he's the
hardest worker on the team,"
-Tillman said. "'Whenever we're
working out, he's always in the
gym first. Whenever we're on the
field, he's running before us."
In the running game, Justin
Bivins, senior from Chicago, will
return off his team-leading performance last year. While it is
likely he will be starting in the
number one tailback position, it
isn't a foregone conclusiQn.
.:Bi¥jDI will

r.. OOIRJ)etitia fol'

the spot from Wendell Childs
and Jermaine Manning, both of
whom enjoyed excellent spring
practices.
The offensive kicking game is
in the capable hands of Greg
Miller, junior from Murray.
Miller was 15 for 19 last season
on field goal attempts and 30 for
34 on PATs, a performance that
netted him All-OVC honors as a
sophomore. This fall he will
again handle all place kicking
for MSU.
"I don't rest on my laurels.
Kicking is 90 percent mental,
but it's also physical and divine,"
Miller said. "I've got a lot of people encouraging me, and I feed
off of them."
Johnson is enthusiastic overall
about his team.
"We've got some fine, fine
young men," he said. "'We've got
some good kids, good citizens, ·
and good students... some good
football players as well. I feel the
same way about our coaching
staff. I've had guys I've just
dreaded to see, but I don't have
any of them this fall.
"We've got one goal this fall,
and that's to win this confer·
ence," he said. "It's our first and
main goal."

MSU women's sports· need assistance with money, promotion
Murray State is known
throughout the state and nation
as a leader in collegiate sports,
with its teams winning several
conference and national titles.
But right now. women's sports
at Murray State are in a
predicament.
The University ranks fairly
low in the nation in the percentage of women who participate in
women's athletics in comparison
to total female enrollment, even
after corrections to the last Gender Equity Report are considered. That report incorrectly
labelled some co-ed and female
sports as being all-male.
Murray State does, however,
have a great group of women
athletes currently playing. The
women's volleyball, basketball,
track and tennis teams compete
for the Ohio Valley Conference

Sports
Tui!J
)ASON
B ILLINGSLEY

Litle every year. The women's
golf team has won the OVC title
the last three years.
Women athletes are also wellrepresented academical1y. The
top six team grade-point averages belong to women's or co·ed
teams. Twenty-four of the 31
athletes who made the dean's
list are female.
Murray State is not the only
state school with a low percentage of female athletes

The five major Kentucky
state-supported university athletic programs, MSU, UK. UL,
EKU and WKU, rank in the bottom 100 in women's participation.
The MSU athletic department
is now trying to make Murray
State a benchmark school for
women's athletics in Kentucky.
Women's rowing and soccer
have been adqed as varsity
sports in the last two years.
Softball is being considered.
The women's athletic budget
has grown 361 percent since the
1995-96 school year, from
$152,000 to $700,739. MSU is
also tied with Eastern Kentucky
for the state's highest female
recruiting budget. It stands at
32 percent of the total recruiting
budget.
Murray State is taking the

correct steps in becoming Title
IX compliant, but there are
other things that can be done to
help the women's teams.
First, the budget could be
increased to more than $1 million, so that it would be on the
level of the other state schools.
More female scholarships also
need to be awarded, as the 25
pereent of athletic scholarships
awarded to fe~ales at Murray is
the lowest number among the
five mf\ior Kentucky schools.
Promotion is also a problem.
Placing the volleyball schedule
on the reverse side of the football schedule is a help, but when
the volleyball players have to
put their own signs up on cam·
pus and in the city on the day of
a game, there is a problem.
A large sign with the women's
volleyball and basketball ached-

ules, similar to the one with
football and men's basketball
schedules in place at Roy Stewart Stadium, would give the
thousands of people who travel
Highway 641 each day an idea
of when the women's teams
play.
Also, if there is a .big women's
game coming up, then an ad
could be run in either The Murray State News or the Murray
Ledger and Times.
MSU is correcting its gender
equity situation, but more work
still needs to be done if the Uni·
versity truly wants to make the
Lady Racers . program the
benchmark for Kentucky universities.

Jason Billingsley is the sports
editor for The Murray State
News.
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Racer defense gets fresh start
year.
. "We have four
Sports Editor
guys battling for
starting
With only three starters three
returning from last year's slots, but the top
team, many people have ques- few guys who
tioned the ability of what was don't start will be
once the focal point of Murray rotated in heaviState football, the Racer foot- ly," McCray said.
"It's always good
ball defense.
Last season, the Racer to have a few guys
defense, made up of mostly on the bench you
proven seniors, gave up 30 can count on in
each game."
points per game.
Racer
Head
A year earlier, the Racer
Denver
defense allowed slightly more Coach
than 15 points a game, placing Johnson said, "We
them second among Division 1- have one lineman,
one
linebacker
AA programs.
The unit's youth and inexpe- and one secondary
coming
rience, coupled'with last year's player
disappointing performance, back, so our prob·
does not make matters easy for lems are really
new Defensive Coordinator across the board.
"'We
have
Randall McCray.
L<lUra Oeaton!The News
McCray was formerly the messed with . that Cornelius De nman, Rhoshod Browning, Jere m y Davis and Bob by Sande rs
inside linebackers' coach before depth chart so listen to the secondary coaches' advice during practice Tuesday afternoon.
moving to the defensive coordi- much, it's starting
"The guys have fallen in
to look like a Rubik's Cube," he defensive players Beau Guest,
nator position.
Gary
Humphrey
and
Steve
behind
with them and are
"'We have tried to make said. "We'll get it figured out
Williams
have
taken
a
leaderready
to
follow them through
things as easy as possible for before the start of the season
ship
role
with
the
defensive
the
trials
of the season," he
though.
them this season," McCray
sguad.
said.
"We
told
the guys that we
said. "We told them that we'll
"'We've also changed some of
"Those
guys
have
really
have
many
goals
this season,
put you in the right positions to our coverage schemes to help
the
secondary,"
out
our
guys
in
make plays, bnt you need to go
become the emotional and vocal but our main goal is to win
to the football and make plays Johnson said.
leaden> of our defen~e." McCray games, and in the process, have
in order for us to succeed this
The three returning Racer said.
fun doing it."

By Jason Billingsley
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The team members said
they have a surprise in store
for those who underestimate
them.
The five newcomers have
been described as "awesome"
by the veteran players.
"I think they are great, and
they are willing to work
hard," Rachael Kulp, senior
outside hitter, said.
Dalton, a two-time USA
Volleyball national champion, said she comes to Murray
State with the ability to play
in high-pressure situations.
She said she has )earned a
lot from the other players and
Coach &:hweplter, who in her
words "has a vast knowledge
of the game."
Team members said they
are looking to shock the Ohio
Valley Conference by brin!{·
ing the title home and proving one should never count
out the underdog.
"Every team wants to win
the OVC," Audrey Nelson,
sophomore outSide hitter:,.
said. "'If we all put it together, no one will stop us."
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The floor at Racer Arena
was pulled up and is being
cleaned out for another season of MSU Women's Volley·
ball.
Crews are working to
repair and clean the floor for
the team in hopes it will serve
it well in its quest for an OVC
title.
With six starters returning
and five newcomers, this
promises to be an interesting
year.
The five newcomers are:
Traci Buclt, freshman from
Collierville, Tenn.; Chrissy
Dabbert, freshman from West
Chicago; Rose Dalton, fresh·
man from St. Louis; Meesa
Olah, freshman from Bellville, lll. and Sara Schmitt,
freshman from Louisville.
The team is ranked fourth
in the OVC in the pre-season
poll.
"'t's better to be the underdog," Mica Wojinski. senior
setter, said.
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Athletic ·department shuffles administrative personnel
~y

Jason Billingsley

Sports Editor
The faces of Racer athletic administration
have changed quite a bit over the summer, as
three new administrators have been hired to
oversee marketing, promotion, and NCAA compliance for the department.
Ken Roth, former Murray State men's basketball assistant coach, was named the new
assistant athletic director for marketing and
promotions and director of the RACER Foundation. ·
Roth had been in an administrative role in
the home health care industry in Murray.
Roth takes over the position left by Tab
Brockman, who left to pursue other interests.

"Roth brings in a business background,
which is needed for someone in this position,"
Murray State athletic director E.W. Dennison
said. "He knows how to manage his time and
skills effectively, and is also a former coach. He
was the natural choice for the job."
Roth was assistant coach under Scott Edgar
from 1991 to 1995 and was a finalist for the
head coaching position before it was given to
former Racer basketball coach Mark Gottfried
in 1995.
Roth then became the marketing director for
ContinueCare in 1995, and became the administrator when the company was bought out by
MedShares.
"I feel like I've come full circle," Roth said. "I
had closed the chapter on coaching and I

~ad what you want in the Murray State News

thought I'd never come back to athleti~s. It's
like coming home really. I have a real passion
for athletics and especially for Murray State."
Christian Pope, who comes to MSU from the
University of Rhode Island, was named NCAA
compliance coordinator for MSU athletics.
Pope takes some of the load off Margaret
Simmons, who had been serving as compliance
coordinator, senior women's administrator and
academics coordinator.
"Margaret has done a great job for us, bu t we
overloaded her with responsibilities," Dennison said. "This new position filled by Pope will
give Margaret the time to concentrate on academics, while letting Pope deal with NCAA compliance. Most schools our size already have
compliance coordinators. This is something we

have needed to do for a long time."
Murray State also announced the hiring of
Lori Rowlett as marketing and promotions specialist for MSU athletics.
Rowlett received her bachelor of science
degree in advertising from Murray State in
1995.
She then served four years in the MSU
School Relations office. Rowlett will assist
Roth in the marketing and promotion of Racer
athletics.
"Lori has tons of academic background and
practical background in marketing and sales,"
Rot h said. "She also has great on-campus expe·
rience, so she will definitely be involved in oncampus promotions as well as bringing fresh,
new ideas to our department."

I Use.the Classilieds... .
MOVIE WORLD
SUPERS,ORE •
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.NION BDIH
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The sisters of
Sigma Sigma Sigma
would lik~ to congratulate
their new members:
YOUR SMilE
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FRESHMEN, SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS:
Portraits for the 1999-2000 SHIEll y.earbook will be made:
Tuesday, Aug. 31 • 10a.m.- 6p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 1 • 9a.m.- 6p.m.
Thursday, Sept. 2 • 9a.m. - 6p.m.

Jessica Ashby
Samantha Bailey
Codie Barron
Melanie Brewer
Erin Bruner
Lau~a Cherry
Laura Davidson
Beth Decker
Deanna Futrell
Kate Gaston
Kelly Herman

. Amanda Jessie
Amy Jones
DeAnna Lampkins
Annie Lawson
Laura Lukefahr
Marilee Morgan
Cheryl Ostung
Carin Peterson
Karah Pfiefer
Meredith Rahm
Sarah Relken
Brittany Shelton
Nancy Shelton
Nicole Shelton
Casey Rougemont
Beth Shanks
Julia Sholar
Cassie Tapp
Amy Wild
Andrea Warnsman

Friday, Sept. 3 • 9a.m.- 1p.m.
Will be closed Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday from 12:15 - 1:30p.m.

SENIORS:
By appointment only. Call 762-4495 to reserve your time.

Portraits will be taken at the theatre, 3rd floor, Curris Center.
Packages available, but must be paid for at time of portrait.
For more info call:

\

162-4495

SHIELD
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY YEARBOOK

0

Angela Arnold, you are awesome!
Con~atulations on a great .recruitment!
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Racer student-athletes set second-highest GPA of decade
Staff Report

The women's rowing team had the
highest team GPA with a 3.17 last '~.1 feel as good about
these academic
Murray State's athletic program year, its first year in varsity competition.
Men's
basketball
was
last
bad an overall grade-point average
numbers as I do
of2.551ast spring, its second-highest with an overall2.15 GPA.
when we win an
Ten of the Racers achieved a 4.0
of the past 10 years. One-third of the
Ohio Valley
University's athletes achieved at GPA, including representatives from
Conference ' '
least a 3.0 GPA, while 34 made the every women's team. Two of those 10
Championship.
dean's list, reserved for students were recipients of the OVC Medal of
-E.W. DENNISON;
Honor, the league's highest academwith at least a 3.5 GPA.
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
ic
award.
"To have 84 of our athletes post 3.0
"I think our Weaver Center for
GPAs is quite an accomplishment,"
The Center is located inside StewAcademic
Enhancement has been a
E.W. Dennison, Racer athletic direcart
Stadium.
boost
to
our
classroom
performance,
tor, said. "I'm very proud of the dedand
the
coaches
have
been
really
Some
Racers have received indiication of both our athletes and the
focused
on
academics,"
Dennison
vidual
academic
honors.
coaching staff who emphasized
said.
Jessica Widman, senior from
excellence in the classroom."

1 998-99 !ichool Year
6PA !ita~ding&
Women's Rowil)(jl!
Women's Volteybal~~
..,~,~~~~
Women's Tennis
Women's Gptf "'.
Rifle Team

J
;

Women's Basketball
Men's Baseball
Men's Football
Men's Golf
Men's Basketball

..

Brian Howell I The News

more from Prospect, was named to
the All-Central Region Second
Team, while Jodi Futrell, senior
from Fairview, and Jenny Stedelin,
junior from Centralia, Ill. received
the Collegiate Rowing Coaches Association National Scholar-Athlete
Awards.
Dennison is pleased with the classroom performances of the Murray
State student-athletes.
Said Dennison: "We enjoyed a
tremendously successful year on the
athletic fields, but I feel as good
about these academic numbers as I
do when we win an Ohio Valley Conference Championship."

Women.'S soccer loses season opener
By Tim Alsobrooks
Contributing Writer
Murray State opened its women's soccer schedule Sunday with
a 4-1 loss against defending Ohio Valley Conference champion
Tennessee Tech.
The Golden Eagles took a 1-0 lead when Angela Freund scored
a goal with 22:16left in the first of three, 30-minute periods.
Murray State was held'scoreless until the second period when
sophomore Julia Travis ofBenton passed to junior April Freeman,
from Paducah. Freeman's 15-footer tied the game at 1-1 with
27:50 left in the second period.
TTU's Keli McCoy knocked in a tO-footer to put the Golden
Eagles ahead 2-1 with 17:39left in the second period. Tech la~r
added two goals, including Freund's second goal of the game
Freeman's goal was the Racers' only shot on goal while Tennessee Tech had 15. MSU junior goalkeeper Sara Cannon had
nine saves.

Women's Track & Fi~ld
Men's Tennis,
Men's Track

Mansfield, Texas, was named to the
National Golf Association All-Scholar Golf Team recently.
"The golf coaches who vote on this
team not only look at grade-point
averages, but also what the athlete
has done on the course, as well as on
campus and around the community,"
Velvet Milkman, women's golf coach,
said. "Jessica has all those bases
covered because she's a tremendous
person as well as an outstanding
golfer."
Three members of the women's
rowing team made it to the roster of
the Central Region National Scholar-Athletes. Debbie Schulten, sopho-

The Racers are coached by 1996 Division II Coach of the Year
Mike Minielli, who led St. Joseph's to a record of 16-2-2 last year

and 143-77-20 (.638) in his 10 years there.
Coach MinieUi was pleased with his team even though it lost.
"I mean, we're playing the OVC champions, and played them
evenly," he said. "' thought we did a nice job on defense and got a
nice goa) on them.
"This was the first time that everyone was here at the same
time," MinieUi said. "I'm just very happy with the way we played.
They (Tech) got three goals here that we won't give up in two
more weeks."
Last year, the OVC adopted women's soccer as a championship
sport. Tennessee Tech, Eastern lllinois, Middle Tennessee State,
Morehead State and UT-Martin opened the inaugural season.
This season also has Southeast Missouri State joining the women's soccer fray.
MSU women's soccer is competing as a club sport this year.
Next year, the Lady Racers make the transition to Varsity level.
The Lady Racers travel to Bethel College Saturday at 1 p.m.
They visit St. Louis-Florissant Valley Community College Tuesday at 5 p.m. The next home game will be Sept. 4, when
Hiwassee College comes to Calloway County High School.

!i~uck
*Skateboards *T-Shirts *Multi-gauge Jewelry

Dixieland Shopping Center
1- t
759·081 0 :.:JH i
Open 1O:OOa.m.-6p.m.
J

·The Sisters Of

Need Money?
Get A Job!
The staff of The Murray State News wishes to
invite all who are interesteq to a meeting for
positions at The Murray State News.
•The meeting will be held at 4:30 p.m.
on Thursday, Sept. 2.
• The meeting will take place in
Wilson Hall Room 111.
Positions available include:
• Writers for Sports, College Life, & News
• Photographers
• Copy Editors
• Graphic Artists

Alpha Sigma Alpha
would like to congratulate
their new member
class of 1 999.
Robin Arrant
Emily Baker
Kristy Belter
jessica Carrico
Kim Carrico
Abigai I Cronch

Kristen Dickey
Erin Diel
Jennifer Driski II
Megan Ferguson
Tabitha Folden
Amy Green
Jenny Hahn
Katie Kirby
Tara Koosak

THE MURRAY STATE

Danielle Krena
Jamie Lee
Ashley McKnatt
Kim Morris
Kristina Napper
Janna Pogue
Holly Rudd
Katie Staples
Rebecca Vowels
Kristy Wilkinson

ALA

EWS

The Student Newspaper of Murray State Unive~ity

...
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.Cheerleaders have spirited start
Kentucky and Morehead, also
attended
the summer camp
·Assistant Sports Editor
held at East Tennessee UniverIt's not just pompoms any- sity in Johnson City, Tenn.
The Racers participated in
more.
classes
for stunts, pyramids,
It's flips) dances and, most
cheer,
dance
and sidelines.
importantly, spirit. And the
Murray State checrleading . These classes were in · addisquad proved cheerleading is tion to the camp-long competifar more than the fami liar "rah- tion. Judges examined the
'rah-ree" when they returned squads daily.
Murray placed third in sidefrom the University Cheerleading Association's College Spirit line, fourth in cheer and fight'
Camp, from July 30 to August song, and won the Leadership
Award, voted on by the squads
4.
in
the team's division.
The arrived home bearing
many awards, including the
In addition, Dunker, Murray
coveted Leadership Trophy.
State's mascot, received two
Students from universities superior and one excellent ribaround Kentucky, like Eastern bon for his performance at the

and old, we pulled together
camp.
"We have several new mem- from 16 cheerleaders into one
bers on the squad, yet we unified squad," Kent Graham,
worked together as a team and sophomore member, said.
"I'm looking forward to the
we came away with several ribbons and trophies," Scott upcoming season as being excitMitchell, senior art major and ing and eventful," Jan Livers,
squad member from Kennett, junior member, said.
Mo., said. "Our. new coach,
Coach Jones has been thrilled
Jimmy Jones, really worked us with his squad's performance.
hard and helped us grow as a
"When I came in, I expected
team."
them not to be able to do some
What makes these awards things we've done in the past,"
extraordinary is that the squad Jones said. "But those expectais composed of nine freshmen, tions have been completely
three sophomores, and two blown away."
"I'm not really going to set
seniors.
"For a squad that has not expectations for them now,
been together for very long and because there's no limit to how
has members who are both new great they could become."

By Morgan Hard y

The·!iporting l\lew&' Top !iport:& Citie& f'or 1 ggg
Local/ Relevant Cities
30. Nashville, Tenn.

Top 10
1. New York
2. Dallas - Fort Worth
3. Denver
4. Atlanta
5. Philadelphia
6. Boston
7. Detroit
8. Oakland I San Fransisco I San Jose
9. Los Angeles I Anaheim
10. Miami I Ft. Lauderdale

215.
221.
238.
256.
282.
318.

41. Knoxville, Tenn.
52. Lexington ·
70. Louisville
110. Memphis, Tenn.
118. Jonesboro, Ark.

137. Murray

Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Cookeville, Tenn.
Martin, Tenn.
Richmond, Ky.
Jackson, Tenn.
Georgetown, Ky.

Top City per Major Sport

145.
155.
165.
179.
188.

Carbondale, Ill.
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Bowling Green
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Johnson City, Tenn.
203. Clarksville, Tenn.
204. Morehead

Baseball - Cleveland
Pro Football- Green Bay, Wis.
College Football : Knoxville, Tenn.
Pro Basketball - San Antonio
College Basketball - Duiham, N.C.
Hockey- Toronto

By Laura Deaton/Tile News
Jessica Harrison, Junior from Bowes, practices a stunt during
practice Monday night in the Sou th Gym of Carr Health.
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College at each entrance on
the first floor, on the east and
west sides and in the lobby.
Anderson said camera
installation in the other colleges will begin this week and
should be completed at the end
of October.
"I think everyone was appreciative to the increased securi-

ty," Robertson said.
Another new policy is fire
safety training in the colleges.
Hulick said the college heads,
residential directors and residential advisors have all been
in fire safety training the past
two weeks, which included
monitoring security cameras,
operating fire extinguishers
and evacuation.
Also, Elizabeth became
equipped with movable windows, the Hart elevators have

G REEN

been updated and concrete driveways were installed around
Elizabeth College to allow fire
trucks to get closer to the
building.
Yeatts emphasized the
importance of not tampering
with the new sprinklers systems.
Said Yeatts: "They ~re safety
devices and no one should ever
tamper with them. They could
potentially disable them and
won't go off when needed."
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Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 1
loway County Judge Executive, spoke wit.h
Green Wednesday morning.
said. "I had many opportunities to
"Joe is too much of a gentleman to say anywork with him, and he was always
thing negative about anyone," Elkins said. "But a gentleman. In my estimation, he
from our conversation it is apparent to me the always took his job seriously. I
timing of his retirement was not ofhis choosing.
never witnessed a time when Joe
About six months ago h'e .told me he was going was negligent, and I emphasize
negligent, in performing his duties."
to retire in the year 2000."
Mittie Southerland, professor of political sciAshley' Gilson, j~nior from Murence, crimin~l justice and legal studies, has ' ray, has worked wtth Green for the
been appointed interim director of Public Safe- · past two years. The news of his
ty. David DeVoss, a Public Safety employee departure was disturbing to her as
since 1976, was named assistant director.
well other employees at the busi-

as
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G ENDER
Continued from Page 1
cent to women's sports, was
tied with Eastern Kentucky
University for the most among
the major Kentucky universities. Total expenditures, at 23
percent, was also competitive
among the universities.
"'As far as t he tennis pro·
gram is concerned, we have the
same amount of scholarships

ness office within Public Safety. She
said there were tears shed on the
day his retirement was announced.
"We were like family there," she
said. "From the first day I walked
into the office he made working
there a wonderful experience."
Gilson said· Green was wellreceived by everyone who came into
the office, even with those who
would come in with complaints.
"Even when someone walks in
yelling, Joe could have them walking out with a smile," Gilson said.
Robert McGaughey, fonner longtim~ chair of the department of

· as the men's team, the same
amount of travel and the same
amount of court time," Women's Tennis Coach Connie
Keasling said. "Every year we
usually play with four scholarships, and we'll likely be moving up to six to become more
competitive~ the conference."
On the whole, the women's
athletics coaches are more
than happy with their situation.
"There's definitely . some

Journalism and Mass Communications, said Green truly cared about
the students. He said Green's presence will be missed on campus.
'"Joe had a rare combination of
skills to enable him to be effective
in his position," McGaughey said.
"He could be flJ"ID as a law officer
when the incident required it, but
in any other areas, such as parking
and special events, he was the best
public relations person on campus."
Staff Congress President Orville
Herndon said the person that
rei»aces Green will have some big
shoes to fill.

SALON HOURS

DISCOUNT

Sunday: 1- 5 p. m.
Monday - Friday: 9 a.m.-8 p.m.

ON ALL SALON SER VICES
AND PRODUCTS
WA LK- I N'S WE L CO ME

Saturday: 9 a. m.-6 p.m.

720 N. 12th St.

W E HONOR ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
.........

"Joe's services and wisdom will be
missed because when you take
someone that has done their job for
so many years, something will be
lost in the transition," Herndon
said. "Not to say whoever replaces
him will not be qualified, but it is a
case where his knowledge of Murray State will not easily be duplicated."
During his three decade career,
Green established the Racer Patrol
and the Parking Division within
Public Safety and initiated an
Investigative Division within the
department.

Clothing

JCPenney Styling Salon
1 Oo/o MSU

improvements," Women's Basketball Coach Eddie Fields
said. "We've had two more
scholarships added this year
and a new assistant hired.
We're really progressing every
year. For me, it's been awesome."
"I know that every year
things keep looking better in
this issue," Keasling said.
"Every year there is an
increase in our scholarships
and our budget."

Drive
Thanks to all gour help we
donated 5ooo pounds
of clothing to

Hartfor ~Youth Services :/

I~
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You Know Her Musi~.

The sisters Q_f Alpha Omicron Pi
would like to congratulate and
welcome .our new members.
Addie Bozarth
Robyn Myhill
Ryan Fondaw
Nacy Gates
Lauren Johnston
Laura Bowland
Leah Bowland
Courtney Griffiths
Brooke Brittain
Ashley Rose
Hilary Martin·
Julie Janes
Stacy Fuller
Kelli Hall
Cynthia Glass
Emily Pyle
Melinda Hazlewood

Beth Buchner
Meredith Vanderford
Stephanie Minix
Stacy Stephen
Jennifer Jackson
Annie Laurie Pettit
Haley Hudson
Stacy Rowland
Elly Wells
Tonya Traylor
Toni Crum
Amber Henderson
Katie Wilson
Robin Hill
Emily Monroe

www. latifahtv.com

Premiering Monday, Sept. 20 at 5 p.m.

Your Homet·o wn
Station!
t

We are so proud of you!
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a part of one of the largest student organizations at Murray
State. The three branches of the Student Government
Association are
.
looking for volunteers and committee memb.e rs .
For more information, call 762.6951 or stop by the the office on the
first floor of the Curris Center.
,.

